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contributors of articles in T he P alimpsest  are 
The titles of articles and of all other publications[Note — The names of printed in small capitals. 
are printed in italics.]
Aces, fighting of, 188 
Acosta, Bert, flight by, 387 ; choice of, 
388; letter by, 390
Adair County, farms in, 242, 243 ; na­
tive of, 250
Adams, Charles H., work of, 107 
Adams, Ephraim, mention of, 357, 
358: diary of, 359, 360, 361; death 
of, 361; office of, 364 
Adams, Harvey, action of, 357; post 
of, 358; office of, 364 
Adams, John Quincy, mention of, 11 
Adams County, pioneer in, 307 
Aeronautics Branch, work of, 412 
Agassiz, Louis, action of, 228 
Agency City, school proposed for, 425 
Agricultural Economics, Bureau of, 
creation of, 249
Agricultural Editors’ Association, for­
mation of, 233
Agricultural Experiment Station, seed 
corn sent to, 276; work of, 278 
Agricultural journals, article on, 231 
Agricultural schools, article on, 231 
Agricultural Society, State, meeting of, 
304
Agriculture, nature of, 316 
Agriculture, Committee on, 22, 28 
Agriculture, Secretaries of, 40, 41, 42, 
248, 262
Agriculture, United States Department 
of, creation of, 22, 23; cooperation 
of, 293; duty of, 294 
Ainsworth , P eter , The Meredith 
Publications, 256—265 
Air, argonauts of, 415, 416 
“Air Line” road, surveying for, 131 
Airplane, purchase of, 398 
Alabama, antiquities of, 217 
Albany (New York), meeting at, 357 
Albert Lea High School, football game 
with, 467
Alcock, Merle, mention of, 110 
Alden, Ebenezer, Jr., mention of, 357 ; 
post of, 358; information about, 
360 ; office of, 364
Aldrich, Nelson Wilmarth, friend of, 
12
Alexandria, Princess, show attended 
by, 536
Alexandria (Missouri), hog business 
in, 306
Alfalfa, growing of, 295, 300, 301 
Algona, resident of, 298 
Allamakee County, mounds in, 220 
Allegheny Mountains, settlers east of, 
305
Allen, Perceval, mention of, 110 
Allison, William B., office of, 5, 12, 13; 
mention of, 18
Althouse, Paul, mention of, 110 
“Aluminum in Iowa”, 207 
Amana meteorites, 195, 197, 199 
Amato, Pasquale, work of, 109; men­
tion of, 110
American Academy for the Advance­
ment of Science, address before, 202 
American Art Union, secretary of, 486 
American Artists, Society of, 495 
American Association for the Advance­
ment of Science, proceedings of, 
196, 197American exhibition, holding of, 534 
American Field, articles in, 70 
American Home Missionary Society, 
ministers sent by, 359 
American Magazine, The, article in, 
503
American Men of Science, 200 
Ames, resident of, 101, 103, 344; con­
test at, 121, 124; publication at, 
245; professor at, 250; college at, 
273, 379; judges trained at, 276; 
experiment station at, 278, 302; 
machine made in, 298; mention of, 
300, 319; apple breeding at, 315; 
celebration at, 345 
Amherst College, graduate of, 362 
Amity College, plan for, 429 
Anderson, C., vote of, 3 
Andover (Massachusetts), 356 
Andover Theological Seminary, prayer 
meetings at, 355; reference to, 360; 
student at, 419
Anson, “Pop”, observations by, 345 
Anthony, Henry B., vote of, 9 
Antonelli, Cardinal, acquaintance with, 
480; bust of, 481Anzani-powered airship, owner of, 399 
Apache Indians, story about, 89 
“Apocalypse, The”, presentation of, 
105Apple trees, growing of, 312; importa­
tion of, 313
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Apples, mildew of, 209 
Appropriations, Committee on, 12 
Archbishop, Death Cornea for the, story 
of, 322
Aresoni, Enrico, mention of, 110 
Argentine Republic, envoy to, 51 
Aryonauta of the Air, 415, 416 
Arizona, story about, 89; commander 
in, 175; officer in, 176 
Arkansas, pursuit into, 134, 137;
commander in, 136, 150, 157; expe­
dition into, 154; recovery of, 157; 
antiquities of, 217; hogs in, 305 
Arkansas Post (Arkansas), expedition 
against, 156, 158
Arkansas River, retreat across, 138; 
fort on, 156
Arlington Cemetery, burial in, 482 
Armistice, signing of, 381 
Armour-Morris packing house, oppo­
nent of, 42
Armstrong, Mrs. C. L., work of, 103 
Army of Arkansas, commander of, 157 
Army of Occupation, division of, 189 
Army of the Frontier, organizing of, 
148
Army of the Southwest, movements of, 
135; commander of, 146, 154; fight­
ing of, 166
Army Pursuit Squadron, First, pro­
gram by, 400
Army War College, commandant of, 
190
Art, editorials on, 127, 128, 515, 516 
Artesian wells, possibilities of, 206 
Arthur, Chester A., appointment by, 43 
Ashby, N. B., office of, 245 
Astronomical subjects, writings on, 
2 0 0
Atlanta (Georgia), battle of, 167 
Atomechanics, papers on, 201 
Audubon, Congressman from, 28; con­
test held in, 120
Aurner , Clarence R., Couraea of 
Study, 446-461
Aurner , Clarence R., Many Founda­
tions, 417—431
Austral, Florence, mention of, 110 
Austria, Crown Prince of, show 
viewed by, 537
Austria-Hungary, minister to, 49 
Aux-Cayes (Haiti), consul for, 50 
Aviation, articles about, 369—416 
Avoca, resident of, 256 
Avre River (France), valley of, 183
Babb, Alice Bird, work of, 440 
Baconian Club, lecture to, 172 
Bailey, J. R., vote of, 3 
Bald Hill (Georgia), shots at, 168 
Baldwin, Thomas S., opinion of, 404; 
misfortune of, 404
Ballard, John, degree received by, 437 
Baltimore Sun, cartoonist for, 499; 
drawings for, 503
Barnes, Dennis, home of, 522, 524 
Barnes, Joe, activities of, 523, 524 
Barren Island (New York), airport 
on, 396
Bashford, J. W., death of, 339 
Baxter, Robison, work of, 284 
Baxter Springs (Kansas), death at, 
137
Beans, production of, 301, 302 
Beattie, Wray, degree received by, 437 
Beddoe, Daniel, mention of, 110 
Bedford, newspaper of, 234 
Belgians, Queen of the, show viewed 
by, 537
Belknap, William W., career of, 43, 
44, 45
Belknap, Mrs. William W., suggestion 
of, 44
Bellanca, Guiseppe M., contact with, 
386; company formed by, 387; ulti­
matum of, 388
Bellanca plane, trip made by, 376; 
owner of, 382; accident in, 384, 
385; purchase of a, 387; flight in, 
387
Belle Plaine, superintendent of schools 
at, 335
Belles Lettres, Journal of, establish­
ment of, 87
“Belle’s Roses”, publication of, 89 
Belmont (Wisconsin), resident of, 31 
Beloit College (Wisconsin), student at, 
500; action of, 500
Bench, On the, by J. A. Swisher , 30— 
37
Benedict, C. Rav, forced landing of, 
409
Benjamin, W. J., property of, 405, 
406, 409
Bennett, Charley, position of, 343 
Bennett, G. T., efforts of, 119, 120 
Benton Barracks (Missouri), troops 
at, 146, 164; commander at, 153 
Bentonsport, minister in, 359 
Berkshire hogs, mention of, 310 
Berlin (Germany), flight to, 391; in­
quiry about, 393; reference to, 394; 
visit in, 480
Berne (Switzerland), flyers in, 395
Bernice, writing of, 519
Bertaud, Lloyd W., choice of, 388;
withdrawal of, 390, 391 
Bessey, C. E., office of, 203 
Best Short Stories, stories in, 80 
Bethany Presbyterian Church (Phila­
delphia), pastor of, 349 
Better Homes and Gardens, growth of, 
262; policy of, 263; work of, 265 
Big Sioux River, mounds on, 219; 
hogs crossing, 309
Bishop of Iowa, The First, by M. M.
H offmann , 321-333 
Bismarck, H., letter from, 49, 50 
Bispham, David, work of, 109; men­
tion of, 110
INDEX 547
Black, Clyde, influence of, 277 
Black and white hogs, mention of, 307 
Black-Eye-Brow beans (see Beans) 
Black Hawk, story relative to, 517 
Black Hawk County, herds in, 283 
Black Hawk Purchase, mention of, 
491
Black Hills College, alumni of, 445 
Blakeslee, Herbert, inspection made 
by, 406
Blanc Mont Ridge (France), success 
at, 186
Blood Run (Indian village site), 
mounds on, 219
Bloomfield, Representative from, 23; 
resident of, 103
Bloomfield-Zeisler, Mrs. Fanny, men­
tion of, 110
Bloomington (see Muscatine)
Blunt, James A., work of, 148 
Blythe, James E., votes for, 27, 28 
Boeing Airplane Company, aid from, 
414
Bogert, Miss, marriage of, 381 
Bogotá (New Granada), minister to, 
46, 47
Bohemian Day, event on, 116 
Boies, Horace, selection made by, 496 
Boies, W. D., office of, 17 
Bokara, fruit growing in, 312 
Bolton, Mrs. Lewis H., work of, 104 
Bonnat, Leon, studying under, 480 
Bonney, Mr., mention of, 85 
Bonney Family, The, comment on, 83 
Boone, Daniel, mention of, 67 
Booneville (Missouri), forces at, 143 
Bosquet, Hattie Briggs work of, 440 
Boston (Massachusetts), conversation 
in, 99; evangelist in, 352 
Botany, address on, 211 
Boudinot (Indian), work of, 482 
Bowman, George B., work of, 421 
Boxer Rebellion, protection during, 52, 
53
“Boy Life in the West — Winter”, 65, 
89
Boy Life on the Prairie, remarks on, 
65, 89
Boyner, Edna, mention of, 91 
Bovs and Girls Club, promotion of, 
263, 264
Bradford, Gamaliel, mention of, 93 
Brandes, George, opinion of, 474; ac­
quaintance with, 481 
Braslau, Sophie, mention of, 110 
Brazil, legation in, 47; diplomat at, 51 
Brazzleton, Samuel, donation from, 
435
Breeder’s Gazette, establishment of, 
267Bremer County, defending of, 239 
Brieulles (France), troops at, 188; 
bridges at, 189
Briggs, J ohn E., George Windle 
Read, 172-179
Briggs, J ohn E., Hanson Edward 
Ely, 180-191
Briggs, J ohn E., low a and the Na­
tion, 1, 2
Brigham, Johnson, description by, 18; 
office of, 87, 88; words of, 88, 89; 
reference to, 94
Brodhead, May, marriage of, 244 
Broken Gate, The, 73 
Bromine, article on, 196 
Brook Evans, 518, 519, 520 
Brookhart, Smith W., office of, 5, 15; 
backer of, 239
Brown, J. L., action of, 234 
Brown County (Ohio), resident of, 
271
Bryant, William Cullen, office of, 30 
Buchanan, James, office of, 332 
Buchanan, William I., office of, 50 
Beecher, Henry Ward, 534 
Buckingham, Belinda, marriage of, 
129
Budapest (Hungary), flyers in, 395 
Budd, J. L., position of, 311; work of, 
312, 313; mention of, 314, 315 
Buell, Don Carlos, classmate of, 151 
Buffalo, killing of, 529 
Buffalo Bill (see Cody, William F.) 
Buffalo Bill, Showman, by Dorothy 
Wagner. 522-540
Buffalo Bill’s First Scalp for Ouster, 
531
Bumble bee, effect of, on clover, 296 
Buntline. Ned, stories by, 530 
Burke, Hilda, recognition of, 103 
Burlington, Congressman from, 17, 
22; settler at, 30; reference to, 203, 
326, 485; minister in, 358, 361; 
death in, 361; conference at, 423; 
pictures displayed at, 492 
Burlington Collegiate Institute, open­
ing of, 426
Burnham, C., action of, 358 
Butler, Ellis Parker, poems by, 89; 
mention of, 96
Byers, S. H. M., mention of, 96; opin­
ion of, 137Byington, LeGrand, cartoon concern­
ing, 485 .
Byrkit, George W., degree received by, 
437Bvwater, W. L., office of, 413; sugges­
tion of, 413, 414
Cabinet, In the, by R amona Evans, 
38-45Cahokia mound, survey near, 217 
Cairo (Egypt), artist in, 494 
Caldwell, Henry C., office of, 37 
California, officer in, 152, 175; school 
system in, 463 ; gold in, 524 
Cali, R. Ellsworth, belief of, 206 
Calmar, train to, 115 Calvin, Samuel, influence of, 202, 213; 
office of, 203; comment by, 203;
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mention of, 205; action of, 228 
Camargo (Mexico), Governor of, 130 
Cameron, Simon, promise from, 163 
Camp Benton (Missouri), politics at,
133Camp Dick (Dallas, Texas), aviator 
at, 380Camp Dodge (Iowa), music for, 100 
Camp Jackson (South Carolina), com­
mandant of, 179 
Camp Kirkwood (Iowa), 164 
Camp May (New Jersey), music for, 
100
Camp Travis (New Jersey), music 
for, 100
Camp Upton (New York), commander 
at, 176Campanari, Guiseppi, mention of, 110 
Campbell, Baptiste, baptism of, 328 
Campbell, Ed H., office of, 17 
Camps, music for, 100 
Canada, fruit trees in, 514 
Cane Hill (Arkansas), capture of, 148 
Cantigny (France), attack on, 183; 
reference to, 185
Canton (New York), university at,
335
Carnegie Foundation, endowment
from, 337
Carlson, Gretch en , Francis Jay
Herron, 141—150
Carlson, Gretchen , Mason City
Junior College, 462—470 
Carpenter, Cyrus C., office of, 22;
opinion of, 23
Carpenter, G. C., discussion by, 204 
Carrara (Italy), marble from, 480 
Carson, Kit, mention of, 67 
Carson, Robert N., pig sent by, 408 
Cartoons, character of, 501; subjects 
for, 502; reproductions of, 505, 507, 
508, 510, 511, 513 
Casady, Simon, Jr., work of, 278 
Cascade, minister in, 358 
Cass County, cattle driven from, 283 
Castle Rock, reference to, 209 
Cather, Willa, book by, 322; mention 
of, 323Catholic Church of the Northwest, 322 
Catholics, settlements of, 331 
Cattle, herds of, 282; pastures for, 
284; legislation concerning, 287, 
288, 289Cavanagh, Matthew, graduation of, 
447Cavanagh, Mrs. Matthew, graduation 
of, 447Cedar County, minister in, 360 
Cedar Falls, resident of, 82; cattle 
from. 283Cedar Rapids, college at, 81; resident 
of, 102, 245; honor won by, 120; 
contest in, 121; railroad at, 307 
Cedar Rapids Collegiate Institute, 
meetings of, 424
Centerpoint, superintendent of schools 
at, 335
Centerville, saloons closed in, 353 
Central American Peace Conference, 
delegate to, 51
Central University, site for, 426;
courses of study at, 456, 460 
Central Wesleyan College, consolida­
tion with, 444
Cerro Gordo County, cattle driven to, 
283
Cessna, J. W., opinion of, 286, 287 
Chamber of Commerce (Iowa City), 
work of, 409, 411
Chamberlin, Clarence D., flight made 
by, 376, 387, 391, 392; boyhood 
days of, 377, 378; race won by, 
377; recklessness of, 378; educa­
tion of, 378, 379; job of, 379; avia­
tion training of, 380: marriage of, 
381; work of, 381, 383, 386, 396, 
397; misfortune of, 382, 384, 385, 
392; pictures taken by, 383; part­
nership with, 384; picture of, facing 
384; hopes of, 388; heroic deed of, 
389. 390; choosing of, 390, 391: re­
fueling by, 394; sailing of, 395; 
visit from, 396; writings of, 397 
Chamberlin, Mrs. Clarence D., trip 
made by, 395 ; sailing of, 395 
Chamberlin, Elzie, son of, 378 
Chamberlin Aeronautical Corporation, 
factory for use of, 397 
Chambers, John, act approved by, 434; 
portrait of, 496
Champaign (Illinois), aeronautics 
school at, 380
Champlain (New York), native of, 129 
Chanute Field (Rantoul, Illinois), fly­
ing squadron at, 380 
Chapman, J. Wilbur, assistant of, 348, 
349
Chapultepec (Mexico), battle of, 151 
Charlamoff apple trees, mention of, 315 
Charles City, honor won by, 120 
Chattahoocliie River (Georgia), bridge 
over, 170
Cheesebro, Charlotte A., marriage of, 
71Chemistry, professor in, 194, 195, 196 
Cherry trees, growing of, 312; impor­
tation of, 313Chester White hogs, mention of, 310 
Cheyenne (Wvoming), night flying to,
4 1 1Chicago (Illinois), book written in, 
72; World’s Fair at, 98, 116, 272, 
275; orchestra from, 108; meeting 
at, 139; hog market at, 306, 310; 
aviation school in, 371; flight to, 
372; reference to, 397, 517; mail 
service to, 405, 406, 407; air mail 
to, 408; pilot in, 410; night flying 
from, 411; resident of, 518; Buffalo 
Bill in, 530, 531, 537
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Chicago, University of, mention of, 
470; student at, 518 
Chicago Civic Opera, artists of, 103 
Chicago Civic Orchestra, member of, 
1.12Chicago Daily News, airplane of, 398 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, visit 
from, 97; concert by, 108 
Chicago Tribune, work of, 372 
Chicago White Sox, playing of, 343; 
leader of, 345, 346
Chicago World’s Fair, mention of, 98, 
116, 272, 275; prize won at, 272,
Chickasaw Bayou (Mississippi), 
march to, 154, 158; camp at, 155 
Chile, diplomat at, 48 
Chillicothe (Ohio), resident near, 215 
China, diplomat in, 52; survey in, 
312; bishop in, 339; traveling in, 
339, 340; educational work in, 340,
341, 342
Chippewa Indians, baptism of, 328 
Chouteau, Auguste, land of, 33, 34 
Christian College, student at, 474 
Chungking (China), bishop at, 340 
Churubusco (Mexico), fighting at, 151 
Cincinnati (Ohio), magazines in, 87; 
paper of, 327
Circuit Court (Iowa), work of, 36 
Circuit Court (United States), judges 
of, 35Circuit Court of Appeals, creation of,
37
Circuit judge, office of, 36 
Civic Repertory Theatre, 520 
Civil War, approach of, 132; engineer 
in, 215; result of, 282; marketing 
before, 304; hog marketing after, 
306; railroads during, 307 
Civilization of Corn, The, by H. A.
W allace, 269-281  
Clarkson, C. F., meeting with, 232, 233 
Clarkson, John G., position of, 343 
Clashing Islands, reference to, 416 
Claims Commission, member of, 175 
Clark, Alexander (negro), office of, 50 
Clark, Sam M., mention of, 24 
Clayton, accommodations at, 224 
Clayton County, minister in, 359 
Clery-le-Petit (France), fighting at,
189
Climate, changes of, 204 Clinton, resident of, 103; flight over, 
373
Clinton County, pioneer of, 306 
Close Hall (Iowa City), painting dis­
played in, 497Clover, red, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 
297; sweet, 297, 298, 299, 301 
Coast, Louise, marriage of, 492 
Cody, Isaac, coming of, to Iowa, 523; 
death of, 526
Cody, Mrs. Isaac, 524, 525 
Cody, Julia, 523
Cody, William F., mention of, 67; 
birthplace of, 522; activities of, 
523; Indians killed by, 526, 527; 
title of, 529; son of, 531; autobiog­
raphy of, 535 ; gift received by, 537; 
tribute to, 538
Cody, Mrs. W. F., message to, 539 
Cody (Nebraska), resident of, 539 
Coe, Daniel, action of, 424, 425 
Coe College, teacher at, 81; founding 
of, 424; courses at, 455; growth of, 
459, 460
Coffin, Alice, work of, 440 
Coinage, Weights and Measures, Com­
mittee on, 21 .Coiner, Erasmus T., degree received 
by, 437Cold Spring Harbor (Long Island, 
New York), resident of, 278 
Cole, Cyrenus, office of, 17; words of, 
18; description by, 24; mention of, 
89College Springs, college at, 429 
Colleges, editorial on, 471, 472 
Colombia, United States of, envoy to, 
47Columbia (Missouri), school in, 474 
“Columbia” (airplane), christening 
of, 388; flight in, 389, 390, 391, 
392, 393, 394, 395 Columbia Aircraft Corporation, plane 
purchased by, 387
Columbia College, antecedent of, 332 
Columbia Exposition, visitor at, 116 
Columbia University, professor of law 
at, 37Columbus (Kentucky), letter from, 
225Columbus (Ohio), evangelist in, 352 
Columnar Cliffs, reference to, 209 
Comic Artist, J’he, 519, 520 
Coming of the Legumes, The, by H. D. 
H ughes, 292-302
Comment by the Editor, 55, 56, 95, 96, 
127, 128, 191, 192, 227, 228, 266- 
268, 316-320, 367, 368, 415, 416, 
471, 472, 515, 516, 541, 542 
Commerce, Department of, work for, 
412; expert from, 413 
Compromise of 1850, advocate of, 6 
Comptes Rendus, papers in, 196, 197, 
198; attitude of, 199; announce­
ment in, 199Confederates, raid made by, 137 
Conger, Edwin H., work of, 50, 51, 52, 
53, 54; communications with, 53, 
54Congo Conference, delegate at, 49 
Congregational Church, support from, 
359; representatives of, 419, 420 
Congregational Church (Sioux City), 
minister of, 501Congregational missionary, opinion of,
356Congress Hotel, pig sent to, 408
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‘•Congress of Musicians”, meeting of, 
98
Congressional Directory, facts from, 29 
Congressional Medal of Honor, holders 
of, 359
Conkling, Roscoe, friend of, 12 
Conner, James P., office of, 17 
Conrad, Joseph, mention of, 86 
Conservation, cartoons on, 507, 508 
“Conservation, Why It Seems About 
Time to Begin Talk of” (cartoon), 
507
Conservation Association, Iowa (see 
Iowa Conservation Association) 
Contests, sponsoring of, 102 
Contreras (Mexico), battle of, 151 
Cook, George Cram, marriage of, 518;
poems by, 519; death of, 519 
Coolidge, Calvin, offices of, 15; cabinet 
member of, 248; reference to, 400 
Cooper, Henry Allen, office of, 17 
Copenhagen (Denmark), student in, 
193
Cora, comment on, 83, 84 
Coralville, mention of, 123 
Corey, Squire, work of, 344 
Corinth (Mississippi), return to, 165;
reserve force at, 169 
Corn, development of, 251, 274, 275: 
influences on, 277; methods of 
growing of, 280
Corn, The Civilization of, by H. A.
W allace, 269-281  
Corn Belt, mention of, 270, 275; ex­
periment stations in, 278 
Corn Belt Meat Producers Association, 
secretary of, 250
Corn planters, introduction of, 280 
"Corn Smut”, 209
Cornell College, publication at, 92; or­
ganization of, 422, 423; graduates 
of, 447; studies at, 447, 448, 451; 
plans of, 454, 455
Cornell Music Festival, The, by B arth- 
olow V. Crawford, 107-112 
Corning, Representative from, 28 
Council Bluffs, home at, 104; mention 
of, 131; railroad to, 162; camp at, 
164
Council Bluffs Guards, services of, 163 
Country Life Commission, member of, 
248
Country People, comment on, 83 
County parks, plea for, 208 
Courses of Study, by Clarence R. 
Aurner , 436—461
Cousins, Robert G., office of, 17; men­
tion of, 24; speech by, 25, 26 
Couthon, M., office of, 323 
Couture, Thomas, student of, 490; pic­
ture by, 492
Coverdale, Frank, influence of, 298 
Covered Wagon, The, 73, 75 
Cowboy, The Story of the, publication 
of, 70
Cowboys, activities of, 534 
Coxey’s army, reference to, 225 
Crazy Horse, mention of, 127 
Crawford, Bartholow V„ The Cor­
nell Music Festival, 107—112 
Crawford, Bartholow V., Susan 
Claspeil, 517-521 
Crawford County, farmer in, 309 
Creative Evolution, 342 
Crescent Aircraft Company, factory 
for use of, 397 
Cresco, club at, 104 
Cretin, Joseph, office of, 322 
Croix de Guerre, owner of, 179; pres­
entation of. 185
Crystallography, articles on, 200 
Cuba, attempted purchase of, 46;
Evacuation Commission in, 175 
Cultivators, use of, 280 
Cummins, Albert B., office of, 5; work 
of, 14, 15; opponent of, 239 
Curtis, Henry Z., death of, 137 
Curtis, Phalley Yale, son of, 129 
Curtis, Samuel Ryan, marriage of, 
129; political career of, 132; work 
of, 133, 146, 147: letter to. 134; 
promotion of, 135; command as­
signed to, 136; letter from, 136; 
picture of, facing 136; removal of, 
137, 138; description of, 138, 139; 
discharge of, 139; statue to, 140; 
mention of, 154
Curtis, Samuel Ryan, by R uth  A.
Gallaher, 129-140 
Curtis, Zarah (Mrs. Phalley Yale), son 
of, 129Curtiss, C. F., purchase made by, 245 
Curtiss Oriole airplane, flight in, 389
Daily Iowa Capital (see Iowa Capital, 
Daily)
Daily News (Des Moines), 518 
Dakota, service in, 152; settlers in, 
291
Dallas (Texas), camp at, 380 
Dallas County, resident of, 277; cattle 
from, 283
Damrosch, Walter, words of, 97 
Danbury, delegation from, 122 
Danvers (Massachusetts), resident of, 
160
Darling, Jay Norwood, trip by, 402; 
influence on, 499; education of, 
500; cartoons of, 500, 501, 502, 
512, 514; picture of, facing 502; 
opinions of, 503, 504, 506, 509: 
hobby of, 504, 506; radio speech of, 
509; characteristics of, 512, 514; 
prize awarded to, 514 (see also 
Ding, J. N.)
Darling, Mrs. J. N. (see Pendleton, 
Genevieve)Davenport. Representative from, 19; 
organization at, 99: resident of,
100, 102, 518; meeting at, 104;
INDEX 551
mention of, 326; minister in, 361; 
college at, 364, 421, 446; pictures 
displayed at, 492; story relative to, 
517
Davenport Orphanage, 344, 345 
Davis, Edwin Hamilton, discoveries 
of, 215
Dawes, Charles G., office of, 15 
Dawson, Thomas C., office of, 47 
Death Comes for the Archbishop, story 
of, 322
Decorah, minister in, 361 
De Gogorza, Emilio, mention of, 110 
DeHaviland airplane, purchase of, 
by Chicago newspaper, 398; wreck­
ing of, 410
DeKalb (Illinois), snow storm at, 407 
Delavan House (Albany, New York), 
meeting at, 357
Delaware County, unused land in, 
282; calves bought in, 284 
Delhi (New York), native of, 151 
Dell, Floyd, writings of, 519 
Delphic, editor of, 518 
Denison, first motor car in, 377, 378; 
motorcycle agency in, 379: jeweler 
in, 381, 382; visitor in, 396 
Denison High School, graduate of, 378 
Denison Normal and Business College, 
student at, 378, 379 
Denmark, province of, 193; show 
given in, 537
Denmark (Iowa Territory), Iowa 
Band at, 357; meeting in, 363; ref­
erence to, 365
Denmark Congregational Association, 
men ordained at, 358 
Dent corn, story of, 270, 271 
Denver (Colorado), Buffalo Bill at, 
539
Department of Arkansas, commander 
of, 157
Department of the Gulf, commander 
of, 150
Department of Kansas, commander of, 
137
Department of the Missouri, com­
mander of, 136, 165 
Department of the Northwest, com­
mander of, 138
Der Wahrheitsfreund, item in, 327 
Derbyshire (England), limestone hills 
of, 228
Des Moines, delegate from, 20; Repre­
sentative from, 28; court authorized 
in, 35; magazine in, 87, 88; resi­
dents of, 101, 104, 105, 278, 499, 
502, 518; education at, 173; re­
cruiting officer at, 182; meeting in, 
205; publisher at, 230, 244, 253; 
mention of, 233, 408; evangelistic 
meetings in, 352; flight from, 372, 
402; airplane at, 399, 408 
Des Moines Capital, purchase of, 233; 
work of, 372; mention of, 518
Des Moines City Plan Commission, 
member of, 506
Des Moines Evening Tribune, delivery 
of, 403
Des Moines Garden Club, president of, 
506
Des Moines Register and Tribune, air­
plane of, 398, 402; employees of. 
401; pictures for, 403; cartoonist 
for, 501, 502; cartoon in, 514 
Des Moines River, improvement proj­
ect of, 130, 131; timber along, 426 
De Soto, Fernando, hogs brought in by, 
305
Destination — Unknown, by D orothy 
W agner, 376—397
Detroit Tigers, baseball game with, 
343, 346
Devil's Den, reference to, 209 
De Wald, W. N., trip made by, 408, 
409
Dickinson, L. J., office of, 17 
Dillon, John F., offices of, 37; portrait 
of, 496
Ding, J. N., by Ruth  A. Gaulaher, 
499-514
Distinguished Service Cross, present­
ing of, 186
Distinguished Service Medal, United 
States, award of, 179 
D oak, Frances, The High School 
Festival, 119-126
Dodge, Augustus Caesar, work of, 5, 
6; office of, 5, 46
Dodge, Mrs. Augustus Caesar, gift for, 
46
Dodge, Grenville M., boyhood of, 160, 
161; construction by, 161; commis­
sion of, 163, 167; problem worked 
out bv, 165; orders of, 166; picture 
of, facing 168, 496: criticism of, 
169; ingenuity of, 170 
Dodge, Grenville Mellen, by R uth E. 
D ugan, 160-171
Dolliver, Jonathan P., friend of, 12;
office of, 13, 17; mention of, 24 
Dominican Republic, diplomat in, 47 
Donnan, Don, journal started by, 245 
Dore, Gustave, acquaintance with, 480 
Dorgan, Mrs. J. J„ office of, 102 
Dorr, Mrs. Russell Ripley, work of, 
99; words of, 99
Dortmund (Germany), plane at, 393 
Dowell, Cassius C., office of, 17, 28 
Doyer's Point (Jersey City), airport 
at, 397
Drake University, establishment of, 
458; attendance at, 459; student at, 
517
Dred Scott, mention of, 32 
Dreiser, Theodore, mention of, 84 
Dublin (Ireland), consul to, 245 
Dubuque, Julien, case concerning land 
of, 33Dubuque, settler at, 30; land claim at,
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33; banker from, 141; bank opened 
in, 142; mounds near, 219; pub­
lisher at. 230; bishop in, 321, 324, 
326, 327; See created at, 322; 
steamboat to, 325; immigrants near, 
332; monastery near, 332; minister 
in, 360, 361; seminary at, 430 
Dubuque, University of, beginnings of, 
430
Duchess apple trees, importation of,
313
Duffus, J. H., action of, 232, 243; let­
ter from, 233; sale made by, 244 
D ugan, R uth  E., Grenville Mellen 
Dodge, 160-171
Duluth (Minnesota), winters in, 204 
Dun-sur-Meuse (France), fighting at, 
188, 189
Duncan, Thomas, work of, 82 
Dunraven, Earl of, comment by, 529 
Dux, Claire, mention of, 110 
Dvorak, Antonin, arrival in Iowa, 
113; work of, 114, 115, 116, 117; 
departure from Iowa, 117; memorial 
to, 118
Dvorak at Spillville, by R amona 
E vans, 113-118
Dver, John J., office of, 33; decision 
of, 34
Eagle Theatre (New York City), Buf­
falo Bill at, 532
Eastern Railroad, siding of, 161 
Eddy, Mrs. Susan Bender, office of,
1Ô1
Edison, Thomas, reference to, 485 
Editor, Gomment by the, 55, 56, 95, 
96, 127, 128, 191, 192, 227, 228, 
266-268, 316-320, 367, 368, 415, 
416, 471, 472, 515, 516, 541, 542 
Effigy mounds, region of, 219; survey 
of, 220; diagram of, 221 
Egypt, traveler in, 494 
Eighth Iowa Infantry, action of, 153;
colonel of, 153, 157 
Eisleben (Germany), plane at, 394 
El Paso (Texas), commander in, 176 
Eldora, minister in, 361 
Elections, Committee on, 21, 28 
Eleventh Iowa Infantry, officer in, 152 
Elkhorn River valley, surveyor in, 162 
Elliott, Charles, office of, 437 
Elliott, Frank Roads, work of, 440 
Ellsworth (Kansas), W. F. Cody at, 
528
Elman, Mischa, mention of, 111 
Ely, Hanson Edward, commission of, 
182; work of, 184, 185; picture of, facing 184; order from, 189 
Ely, Hanson Edward, by JOHN E ly 
Briggs, 180—190
Emeigh, Charley, activities of, 523 
Engel, Carl, opinion of, 103 
England, fruit seeds from, 311; Buf­
falo Bill in, 536, 537
Epworth Seminarj% principal of, 335;
work of, 337; reference to. 341 
E rw in , A. T-. Immigrants from Rus­
sia, 311-315
Essex hogs, mention of, 310 
Estherville meteor, description of, 195 
Europe, legumes from, 292, 293, 294, 
295; survey in, 312; visit to, 337 
Evacuation Commission, member of, 
175
Evans, John S., position of, 44 
E vans, R amona, Dvorak at Spillville, 
113-118
E vans, R amona, In the Cabinet, 38— 
45
Ewart, observation by, 374 
Excess Profit Advisors, Board of, 
member of, 262
Expenditures, Committee on, 28, 44 
Exponents of the Pioneers, by Frank 
L uther  Mott, 61-66
Fairchild airplane, purchase of, by Des 
Moines Register, 398; record of, 
399Fairchild camera, pictures taken with,
403
Fairfield, Representative from, 18; 
evangelistic meetings in, 351, 352; 
college at, 454
Fairfield (Ohio), airplane field at, 380 
Faith, comment on, 367, 368 
Fales, Joseph T., office of, 486 
Fall, Albert B., work of, 42; opponent 
of, 249
“Farm and Dairy”, publication of, 
245; praise of, 252 
Farm and Fireside, editor of, 267 
Farm Gazette, publisher of, 240 
Farm Journal and Livestock Tribune, 
consolidation of, 245 
Farmer and Breeder, sale of, 245 
Farmer and Stockman, publisher of, 
240
"Farmer Sees It, As the” (cartoon), 
510, 512
Farmers, problems of, 209; manual 
for, 232; income of, 304, 305 (see 
also Master farmers)
“Farmer’s Club”, debate in, 286 
Farmer’s Protective Association, plans 
for. 233
Farmer’s Tribune, publication of, 257, 
258; sale of, 260; policy of, 260 
Farmington, colony near, 356; minis­
ter in, 358
Farragut, David, statue of, 482 
Farragut, Mrs. David, intercession of, 
481
Fayette, university at, 427 
Fayette County, stock train in, 308 
Federal District Judges, appointment 
of, 33Federal Reserve Board, program of, 
249, 250
INDEX 553
Federated Music Clubs, The, by G.
P erle Schmidt, 97-106 
Fellows, Jesse, action of, 374 
Fellows, Samuel N., office of, 423 
Fences, need of, 285, 286; laws con­
cerning, 289, 290
Fenstermacher, Kathryn, verse by, 93 
Fessenden, William Pitt, vote of, 9 
Fidelity, writing of, 518 
Fifteenth Cavalry Division, comman­
der of, 176Fifth American Army Division, posi­
tion of, 187, 189
Fifth Corps Area, commander of, li9  
Fifth Iowa Cavalry, member of, 173 
Fifty-four Forty or Fight, 72, 73 _
First American Army Division, brigade 
of, 181, 182; advance of, 183; offi­
cer in, 185
First Battalion, commander of, 182 
First Bishop of Iowa, The, by M. M.
H offmann , 321—333 
First Iowa Infantry, action of, 143, 
144, 145; commander of, 157 
First Southwest Army Division, com­
mander of, 154
Fischer, F. G.. position of, 351 
Fischer, Mrs. F. G., position of, 351 
Fisher, Emma Roderick Hinkle, work 
of, 99 ,Fisher, Mrs. William Arms (see Fish­
er, Emma Roderick Hinkle)
Flaubert, mention of, 86 
Flint corn, growing of, 271 
Florence (Italy), visit in, 480 
Florida, death in, 369; aviators in, 371 
Floyd River, hogs crossing, 309 
Flying machine, making of, 370, 371 
Foochow (China), bishop at, 338; re­
ception in, 339; college at, 341 
Foreign Relations of the United States, 
dispatches in, 48
Forest and Stream, editor of, 70, 71 
“Forest Distribution in Iowa”, 208 
Forests, conserving of, 208 
Fort Atkinson, resident of, 274 
Fort Bayard (New Mexico), comman­
der of, 175
Fort Blakely (Missouri), storming of, 
157
Fort Crooke (Nebraska), regiment at, 
181
Fort Dodge, Representative from, 22 
Fort Gibson (Oklahoma), lieutenant 
at 129
Fort Hays (Kansas), town located 
near, 529
Fort Kearney (Nebraska), 526 
Fort Keogh (Montana), officer at, 181 
Fort Laramie (Kansas), 527 
Fort Leavenworth (Kansas), cam­
paign against, 137; return to, 138; 
school at, 182, 190; mention of, 
527
Fort Madison, river crossed at, 322
Fort Omaha, aviation training at, 380 
Fort Snelling (Minnesota), steamboat 
to, 327; peace parley at, 328 
Fort Sumter (South Carolina), firing 
on, 133, 163
Fortner, Catherine, office of, 423 
Fourth Brigade, adjutant general of, 
175
Fourth British Army, incorporation of, 
177
Fourth Division, Thirteenth Army 
Corps, commander of, 154 
Fourth Iowa Infantry, work of, 155, 
156, 157; colonel of, 163; action of, 
164 ; glory for, 166 
Fowler, Joseph Smith, vote of, 9 
France, clover seed from, 293 ; fruit 
seeds from, 311; story of a family 
in, 322; seminarists in; 326; abbé 
from, 327; archbishopric in, 332 
Franklin (Missouri), troops at, 146 
Franklin County, resident of, 277 
Frederici, Louisa, marriage of, 528 
Frederick, Benjamin T., office of, 22 
Frederick, John Towner, office of, 90 ; 
words of, 91; mention of, 96; lec­
ture by, 466
Frederick, J ohn T., The Writer's 
Iowa, 57—60
Frederick, J ohn T-» The Younger 
School, 78-86
Frelinghuysen, Frederick Theodore, 
vote of, 9
Frémont, John 0., order to, 134 
Fremont County, cattle from, 283 
French, Alice, work of, 89 ; mention 
of, 96
Friend of the People, The, 520 
Frost, action of, 209 
Fruit, growing of, 311 
Fruit, Garden and Home, publication 
of, 262
Fruit trees, diseases of, 209 
Fugitive’s Return, writing of, 518, 519 
Fullenwider, Samuel, vote of, 3 
Funston, Frederick, scouts of, 182
Galena (Illinois), bishop at, 327 
Galesburg (Illinois), reference to, 429 
Gallaher. R uth A., The Iowa Band, 
355-366
Garlaher, R uth A., J. N. Ding, 499- 
514
Gaulaher, Ruth  A., Samuel Ryan 
Curtis, 129-140 
Gallico, Paolo, oratorio by, 105 
Galtier, Father, arrival of, 328 
Gamble. H. R , influence of, 136 
Ganz, Rudolph, mention of, 110 
Garfield, James A., friend of, 12 
Garland, Hamlin, service of, 61;
writings of. 64—66. 89 
Garnavillo, minister in, 359 
Garner, contest held in, 120; evan­
gelist at, 350
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Garrison, Mabel, mention of, 110 
Gatschet, Charles W., work of, 402 
Gaylord, Reuben, action of, 358 
Gear, John H., office of, 13, 22 
Geddes, James L., command of, 153 
Gelston, Arlie, comments on, 79, 80 
General Staff, officer of, 175 
Geological laboratory, work of, in 
Iowa, 227, 228 
Geology, writings on, 200 
George, Henry, service of, 62; ideas 
from, 64
Georgia, antiquities of, 217 
German College (see Mount Pleasant 
German College)
German Presbyterian Theological Sem­
inary, founding of, 430 
Germans, attack on, 177; stories 
about, 239
Germany, diplomat to, 49; province in, 
193
Gil l , Adelaide, Frederick Steele, 
151-159
Gilmore City, concerts at, 104; resi­
dent of, 103
"Girl I Left Behind Me, The”, singing 
of, 535
Girl of the Half-way House, The, pub­
lication of, 71, 75 
Gladstone, William E., visit of, 537 
Glaspell, Susan, girlhood of, 517;
writings of, 517—521 
Glaspell, Susan, by Bartholow V.
Crawford, 517-521 
Glenwood, orphanage in, 344 
Glenwood Springs, Buffalo Bill at, 539 
Glory of the Conquered, The, writing 
of, 518
Gluck, Alma, mention of, 110 
Goddard, A. J., corn breeding of, 274,
275
Godowsky, Leopold, mention of, 110 
Good, James W., office of, 17, 29, 45 
"Good News” (airplane), naming of, 
399; dedication of, 400; picture of, facing 400; trips made by, 400, 401, 
402; pilot of, 402
Good News, by W. W. W aymack, 
398-403
"Good News II” (airplane), reference 
to, 399; pilot of, 402; work of, 402 
Goodson, Katherine, mention of, 111 
Governor's Greys, captain of, 141; ac­
tion of, 142, 143
Governor’s Island (New York), head­
quarters at, 190
Graf Zeppelin, reference to, 402 
Grahame, P auline , A Novelist of the 
TJnsung, 67—77
Grand River (Missouri), army at, 143 
Grangers, organizing of, 231 
Grant, Ulysses S., policy of, 11; ap­
pointment by, 43; vote for, 137; 
classmate of, 151; base of, 154; 
message from, 160; recommendation
of, 167, 169; appraisal by, 475; 
mention of, 538 
Gravesend (England), 535 
Gray, Asa, address by, 202 
Greece, reference to, 518; trip to, 519;
show in, 537 
Greek Coins, 519 
Greeley, Horace, work of, 21 
Green, William R., office of, 17, 28 
Greenback party, candidate of, 23 
Greenville (Mississippi), troops at, 
156
Greenwich Village, opinion on, 76;
mention of, 495; residents of, 519 
Gregory, Clifford V., action of, 317 
Grimes, James W., office of, 7; work 
of, 8; vote of, 9
Grimes, James IF., Life of, 363 
Grinnell, Josiah B., mention of, 18 
Grinnell, residents of, 82, 369; col-- 
lege in, 365, 458; travelling show 
in, 370, 371; flights near, 371, 373; 
loss in, 372
Grinnell Aeroplane Company, organi­
zation of, 372
Grinnell College, publication at, 93; 
founding of, 365, 419; museum of, 
375
Grinnell University, location of, 365 
Griswold College, reference to, 431;
plan of, 452, 453 
Guatemala, legation in, 48 
Gue, B. F., action of, 232; investment 
of, 231; office of, 232
H aefner , Marie E., From Plastic 
Clay, 473-482
H aefner , Marie E., On the Floor of 
the Senate, 3—15
Hague Conference, Second, delegation 
to, 51
Haig, Sir Douglas, words of, 178 
Haiti, consul for, 50 
Haldeman-Julius (see Julius, Halde- 
man)
Hall, Glenn, mention of, 110 
Hall, J. C., donation from, 435, 436 
Hall, James Norman, 93, 96 
Halleck, Henry Wager, dispatch from, 
167
Hambley, Mrs. Sue, work of, 103 
Hamburg, publication in, 197 
Hamer, Oliver S., work of, 318 
Hamlin, George, mention of, 110 
Hamline Literary Society, organiza­
tion of, 438
Hammill, John, trips made by, 401 
Hammitt, F. M., office of, 462; prob­
lem of, 463; work of, 464 
Hammond, W. B., ill health of, 357 
Hannibal (Missouri), troops at, 133 
Hardee, W. J., capture of, 158; corps 
of, 168
Hardy, Thomas, mention of, 86 
Harlan, James, office of, 5, 10, 11, 419,
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437, 475; vote of, 9; appointment 
of, 38; work of, 38, 39; address by, 
422; bell clapper sent to, 443; 
statue of, 482
Harlan, Mary, mention of, 38; mar­
riage of, 437
Harper’s, contributor to, 83 
Harper’s Ferry, mounds at, 220 
Harsh, Mrs. Nora Babbitt, office of, 
101
Hartford (ship), propeller of, 482 
Hartford (Connecticut), picture in, 
494
Hasbrouck Heights, flight from, 384 
Hastings, S. Clinton, office of, 17; ca­
reer of, 18
Hatton, Frank, office of, 43 
Haugen, Gilbert N., office of, 17, 27 
Havana harbor, destruction of ship in, 
25
Havre-de-Grace (Maryland), native of, 
483
Hawaiian Islands, reconnaissance of, 
175
Hawkeye, The, remarks on, 63 
Hay, growing of, 301 
Haves, Rutherford B., appointment by, 
45
Hayes-Tilden contest, bill for settling 
of, 21, 45
H aynes, F. E., Wilson Seeley Lewis, 
334-342
Havs City (Kansas), settlement of, 
529
Hazelwood Cemetery (Grinnell), grave 
in, 375
Healy, George P., sittings with, 481 
Hearst, James, poems of, 82 
Heart’s Desire, 73 
Heinrich, Max, mention of, 110 
Helena (Arkansas), troops at, 136;
campaign against, 154, 157, 158 
Hempel, Frieda, mention of, 110 
Hempstead, Stephen, troops named 
for, 142
Henderson, David B., office of, 17, 23, 
24
Henry, W. A., interest of, 245 
Henry County, archives of, 433 
Hepburn, William P., office of, 17, 23, 
24; stand against, 248 
Herds, fhe Passing of the, by J ohn A.
H opkins , Jr., 282—291 
Herron, Francis J., work of, 142; pic­
ture of, facing 144; special mention 
of, 145; capture of, 147; office of, 
148; action of, 149; description of, 
150
Herron, Francis Jay, by Gretchen  
Carlson, 141-150
Herron and Brothers, member of, 142 
Heustis, Aristides J., purpose of, 418; 
contract with, 433
Hibernal apple trees, mention of, 315 
Hicks, Thomas, pupil of, 489, 490
High School Festival, The, bv Frances 
Doak, 119-126
High School Musical Activities Associ­
ation, constitution of, 121 
Highland Park College, student at, 
256
Highland Park Normal College, at­
tendance at, 459
Hill, Alfred James, sketch of life of, 
215, 216; contract with, 216; sur­
vey made by, 216, 217, 218; work 
of, 218, 222
Hill, James J., work of, 357, 359, 364; 
death of, 362
Hindenburg Line, smashing of, 177, 
178, 187
Hindman, Mr., army of, 148 
Hink, Charlie, partner of, 370 
Hinkle, Florence, mention of, 110 
Hinrichs, Carl G., publication by, 200 
Hinrichs, Gustavus Detlef, picture of, facing 193; education of, 193; mar­
riage of, 193; positions of, 194, 
196; meteorites of, 195; dismissal 
of, 196; research activities of, 197; 
character of, 198; publications of, 
199, 200; office of, 203; paper read 
by, 204
Hinrichs, Gustavus D e t l e f ,  by 
Charles Clayton W ylie, 193-201 
Historic Spots Committee, chairman 
of, 117
Historical, Memorial and Art Depart­
ment, portraits in, 496 
Hoboken (New Jersey), flyers at, 381 
H o eltje , H ubert H., Iowa Literary 
Magazines, 87—94
Hogs, marketing of, 304, 308, 309; 
varieties of, 307, 308; feeding of, 
309, 310
Hogs to Feed, bv D onald R. Murphy , 
303-310
“Hohenzollern Kaiser, The”, essay on, 
49, 50
Holbrook, John C., information about,
361
Holden, P. G„ work of, 250, 251, 273, 
276; influence of, 274, 275; men­
tion of, 277
Hollowell, E. A., discovery by, 295 
Holly Springs (Mississippi), supply 
base at, 154
Holt, Hamilton, mention of, 93 
“Homecoming May Be a Good Thing 
Now and Then to Get Acquainted 
With Our Offspring, A” (cartoon), 
511
Homemaker, publisher of, 240 
Homestead, The Iowa (see Iowa Home­
stead, The) .
Honevwell, T. E., position of, 351 
Hood John Bell, dependence on, 167 
Hoover, Herbert, appointment by, 45 
H opkins , J ohn A., Jr., The Passing 
of the Herds, 282-291
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Hopkins (Missouri) Journal, owner 
of, 234
Horticultural Society, State, discussion 
in, 314
Horticulturalists, problems of, 209 
Hot Springs (South Dakota), college 
at, 445
Hough, Emerson, biographical sketch 
of, 67—77; words of, 72; ideas of, 
73, 74; philosophy of, 76, 77; story 
by, 89
House, In the, by D orothy Sc h a ff- 
ter , 16-29
Hoxie, Richard Leveridge, marriage of, 
481
Hoxie, Mrs. Richard Leveridge (see 
Ream, Vinnie)
Hoxie, Vinnie Ream (see Ream, Vin­
nie)
Hoyt, H. B., opinion of, on herd law,
286
Hubbard, A. W., mention of, 18 
Hubbard, J. M., capture of, 148, 149 
Hudson, Silas A., office of, 48 
Hughes, H. D., work of, 276 
H ughes, H. D., The Coming of the 
Legumes, 292—302 
Hull, Harry E., office of, 17 
Hull, J. A. T-i office of, 17 
Hummer Bell, episode concerning, 484 
Huner, Jacob, vote of, 4 
Hunter, D., office of, 134 
Hunter, Grace, work of, 82 
Huntsville (Missouri), detachment at, 
146
Hurd, Colonel, opinion of, 381 
Husk, The, purpose of, 92, 93 
Hutcheson, Ernest, mention of, 111 
Hutchinson, Horace, post of, 358;
death of, 361; action of, 357 
Hybrid corn, test won by, 277; selling 
of. 278
Ibsen, Henrik, writings of, 520 
Ida County, cattle driven to, 284 
Idaho, riot in, 181; resident of, 518 
Idlers’ Music Club, activities of, 104 
Illinois, slave taken into, 32; engineer 
in, 160; mound in, 217; work in, 
225; corn grown in, 270, 271, 272, 
273; bishop of, 321, 329; reference 
to, 355; trip across, 357; “Good 
News” in, 401
Illinois, University of, mention of, 470 
Illinois Central Railroad, employee of, 
161, 162
Immigrants from Russia, by A. T. Er­
w in , 311-315
Inbred corn, tests of, 278, 279 
Independence, club at, 104; native of, 
180; reference to, 420 
Independent, The, poems in, 82 
Indian Affairs, Committee on, 12 
“Indian Lament”, composing of, 117 
Indian Territory, officer in, 173
Indiana, mound in, 217; corn from, 
270, 275
Indianapolis (Indiana), death in, 410 
Indianapolis Fair Grounds, crash at, 
411
Indians, corn grown by, 269, 270, 280, 
281; reference to, 277, 279; action 
of, 290; baptism of, 328; killing of, 
526, 527; activities of, in Wild 
West Show, 534, 535 
Industrial Conference, member of, 262 
Infantry and Cavalry School (Fort 
Leavenworth), attendant at, 182 
Ingham, Harvey, mention of, 89 
Inheritors, The, writing of, 517, 519, 
520
Insular Affairs, Committee on, 28 
Interior, Department of, power of, 249 
Interior, Iowans as Secretary of, 38, 
39, 40
International American Conference, 
Third, delegation to, 51 
International Postal Conference, rep­
resentative at, 48, 49 
Interstate Commerce, Committee on, 15 
Invisible Woman, The, remarks on, 63 
Iowa, comments on, 55, 56; literary 
movement in, 57, 58; younger
writers in, 59; literature of, 82, 83; 
magazine in, 87; federated music 
clubs in, 97—106; colonel from, 133; 
engineer in, 160; soil in, 204; nat­
ural conditions of, 207; survey in, 
210, 217; mounds in, 217, 219; 
work in, 225; geology of, 227, 228; 
farm journals of, 229; Auditor of, 
234; corn grown in, 270, 274, 275, 
280, 281; cattle herding in, 285; 
legumes in, 292, 296, 302; clover 
seed in, 294; beans grown in, 302; 
marketing hogs in, 304; hogs of, 
305, 306, 310; fruits for, 312, 313, 
315; apples in, 315; bishop of, 321, 
329; Mormons at, 321; Catholic set­
tlements in, 331; church sites in, 
332; prohibition law of, 332, 353; 
Methodist colleges in, 337; native 
of, 344, 345, 349; "Good Will” 
tours in, 400; aviation in, 401; 
higher education in, 417, 471; story 
relative to, 517
Iowa Territory, organization of, 31; 
age of, 355, 356: Iowa Band in, 
357; legislature of, 434 
Iotva, the First Free State in the 
Louisiana Purchase, 363 
Iowa, State University of, graduate of, 
69; action of, 121, 125; supper pro­
vided by, 124; commandant at, 172; 
Board of Regents of, 174; cadets of, 
180; professor of, 193, 194; inci­
dent at, 196; mention of, 197, 452, 
470; meeting at, 202; degrees from, 
461Iowa Academy of Science, founding
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of, 202, 203; purpose of, 203; pa­
pers presented at, 203, 206 ; mem­
bership of, 203, 204, 205; reorgani­
zation of, 205 ; resolutions passed 
by, 207; proceedings of, 211 
Iowa Academy of Science, by J. A. 
Sw isher , 202-213
Iowa Aeronautics Day, celebration of, 
400
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, 
directors of, 311
“Iowa and Proud of It, From” (car­
toon), 505
Iowa and the Nation, by John E. 
Briggs, 1, 2
Iowa Band, formation of, 355; ear­
nestness of, 356; meeting of, 357, 
358; trip made by, 357; posts occu­
pied by, 358, 359; work of, 361; 
prayer meetings of, 363; trustees 
from, 364; wives of, 365; vision of, 
366
Iowa Band, The, by R uth  A. Galla- 
HER, 355-366
Iowa Capital, Daily, publisher of, 232 
Iowa City, Senate meeting at, 3 ; resi­
dents of, 102, 180, 411, 481; con­
test at, 121, 124; visitors in, 122, 
123; colonies near, 195; publication 
in, 198, 245; meeting at, 203; rail­
road at, 307: parish in, 329; de­
scription of, 329, 330; reference to, 
405, 422; airplane at, 406; airport 
at, 407, 410, 412, 414; air mail 
from, 408; work in, 408, 409; bond 
issue in, 413; highway to, 436; 
buildings at, 483 ; pictures at, 492, 
494, 496
Iowa City College, principal of, 10 ; 
reference to, 421
Iowa City High School, student of, 180 
Iowa City municipal airport, invest­
ment in, 414
Iowa City Municipal Airport, by W il ­
liam J. P etersen , 404-414 
Iowa City State Press, article in, 476, 
477
Iowa College, founder of, 362; incor­
poration of, 364; opening of, 364; 
gift to, 365; erection of, 421; grad­
uate of, 446 ; courses of study of, 
446, 447; reference to, 448, 458; 
military instruction at, 450, 451; 
system at, 459
Iowa College Association, formation 
of, 363, 420; work of, 363, 364, 
365; members of, 421 
Iowa Conference, work of, 423, 434, 
435; organization of, 434 
Iowa Conference Male and Female 
Seminary, teachers at, 423 
Iowa Conference University, naming 
of, 435
Iowa Conservation Association, meet­
ing of, 117; president of, 506
Iowa Corn Yield Test, launching of, 
276
Iowa County, resident of, 277 
Iowa Experiment Station, seed tested 
at, 293; influence of, 294; work of, 
298, 299, 300; bulletins of, 300; 
problems sent to, 302; report of, 
311
Iowa History Week, dates of, 2 
Iowa Homestead, fhe, forerunner of, 
229; ownership of, 232, 244; editor 
of, 233, 243, 244; publisher of, 234; 
revival of. 235; leadership of, 236; 
silence of, 237; special issues of, 
237, 238; controller of, 240; sale of, 
241, 255; office in building of, 251; 
opinions in, 283, 286, 287, 288 
Iowa Homestead, The, by C. R. F. 
Sm it h , 229-241
Iowa Homestead and Weekly North­
western Farmer, The, policy of, 230, 
231 (see also Iowa Homestead, The) 
Iowa Interiors, 83
Iowa Literary Magazines, by H ubert 
H. H o eltje , 87-94 
Iowa Memorial Union, paintings in, 
494
Iowa Seed Company, contract with, 
278
Iowa State College of Agriculture and 
Mechanic Arts, instructor at, 81, 
245, 250; interest in, 236; students 
at, 244, 245, 295, 379; degrees 
from, 461
Iowa State Commerce Counsel, office 
of, 249
Iowa State Register, sale of, 231; pub­
lisher of, 233
Iowa State Weather Service, director 
of, 200
Iowa Stockman and Farmer, consoli­
dation of, 245
Iowa Weather Service, director of, 195 
Iowa Wesleyan College, president of, 
10; antecedent of, 432; dedication 
of, 434; graduates of, 437; music 
school at, 439; growth of, 440; 
rules at, 441, 442; bell at, 443; 
alumni of, 445; studies at, 448, 
449 ; attendance of, 458 
Iowa Wesleyan College, by B en  H ur 
W ilson , 432-445
Iowa Wesleyan University, creation 
of, 418; antecedent of, 435 
Irwin, John N., office of, 50 
Isabella, Queen, envoy in court of, 46 
Italy, clover seed from, 293
Jackson, Thomas J. (“Stonewall”), 
classmate of, 151Jackson (Mississippi), capture of, 156 Jackson County, minister in, 358 
Jason, story about, 415 Jasper County, officer of, 68; cattle 
herds in, 282
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Jay, John, office of, 46 Jefferson Barracks (Missouri), poli­
tics at, 133Jersey City, plane factory in, 397 Johnson, Andrew, impeachment trial 
of, 8, 9, 19; opponent of, 20; men­
tion of, 38, 479; appraisal by, 475 
Johnson, Edward, mention of, 110 
Johnson, Mrs. Nellie M., office of, 101 
Johnson County, resident of, 286 Johnson County Fair Grounds, air­
plane at, 404Johnston, Joseph Eggleston, pursuit 
of, 157Jones, George Wallace, election of, 5;
work of, 6, 7; office of, 46, 47 Jones, John, donation from, 435, 436 
Jones, Williston, work of, 424 
Jones County, minister in, 358 
Journal of Belles Lettres, establish­
ment of, 87Journalists, editorial on, 266—268 
Judiciary Committee, chairman of, 15, 
19; member of, 21 
Judisch, Mrs. George, office of, 101 
Judson, E. Z. 0., stories by, 530 
Julius, Haldeman-, book by, 79 
"June Morning”, comment on, 81, 82 
Junior Garden Clubs, establishment 
of, 265Junior Music Clubs, leader of, 104
Kansas, commander of, 136; invasion 
of, 137; regiments from, 143; ser­
vice in, 152; mound in, 217; “Good 
News” in, 401; Buffalo Bill in, 524, 
525; settlement of, 525; mention of, 
540
Kansas City (Missouri), convention at, 
402
Kansas City Star, drawings for, 503 
Kansas-Nebraska Bill, advocate of, 6 
Kansas Pacific Railroad, 528 
Kasson, John A., office of, 17, 48, 49;
mention of, 18; work of, 20, 21 
Kaufman, Lou H., office of, 413 
Kay, George F., action of, 228 
Kelly, Mike, position of, 343 
Kendall, Nathan E., office of, 22 
Kennedy, Charles A., office of, 17, 28 
Kentland (Indiana), landing at, 373 
Kenton, Edna, writings of, 519 
Kentucky, antiquities of, 217; work 
in, 225: corn growing in, 271 
Kenyon, William S., office of, 37 
Keokuk, Congressman from, 21; resi­
dents of, 131; mayor of, 132; burial 
at, 140; troops at, 143; highway to, 
436
Keokuk County, resident of, 267 
Keokuk Gate City, mention of, 24 
Keosauqua, minister at, 358; resident 
of, 359; student from, 436 
K eyes, Charles R euben', A Unique 
Survey, 214-226
Keyes, Charles Rollin, paper presented 
by, 207
Keyes, Margaret, mention of, 110 
Kickapoo Indians, language of, 526 
Kilpatrick, Lucy W., degree received 
by, 437
King of Gee Whiz, The, 73 
Kirkwood, Samuel J., office of, 5, 9, 
10, 13; work of, 40; words of, 141; 
action of, 153; offer to, 163; statue 
of, 482 ; portrait of, 496 ; biography 
of, 496
Kirkwood Hotel (Des Moines), men­
tion of, 230
Kirkwood House (Des Moines), meet­
ing at, 205
Kneeland, Abner, work of, 356 
Knight, Nicholas, address by, 212, 213 
Kniyht8 of the Plain, presentation of, 
532
Knox College, teacher from, 424 
Kopp, William F., office of, 17, 28 
Kossuth County, cattle driven to, 283 
Kottbus (Germany), plane at, 394, 
395
Kovarik, J. J., position of, 113, 114;
work of. 115, 116 
Kreisler, Fritz, work of, 117 
Kriemhilde Stellung (France), attack 
on, 187
Labor, Committee on, 28 
Lacey, John F., office of, 17 ; work of, 
27
Lacey Bird Protection Act, passing of, 
27
Ladies’ Music Club, age of, 104 
Lady and the Pirate, The, 73 
Lake George, resident on, 497 
Lambda Phi Literary Society, work of, 
466
Landers, Frederick, acquaintance of, 
161
Land’s End (England), plane over, 
391
Lane, Daniel, resolution of, 355; ac­
tion of, 357; post of, 358; informa­
tion about, 359, 360; office of, 364 
Languages, professor of, 200 
Lantz, H. L., statement by, 315 
L’Argentière, Seminary of, pupil in, 
324; Superior of, 324 
Lashanska, Huldah, mention of, 110 
Lathe, Nama A., work of, 93 
Lathrop, H. W., biography by, 496 
Lauer, Edward H., work of, 122 
Law of the Land, The, publication of, 
73Lawrance, Charles L., ride taken by,
385
Learning, J. S., yellow dent corn grown 
by, 272, 273
Leavenworth (Kansas), Buffalo Bill 
at, 528
Leaves of Grass, author of, 39
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Lebanon (Missouri), troops at, 146 
Le Claire, Buffalo Bill at, 522, 524 
Ledtwitz, Baron von (see von Ledt­
witz, Baron)
Lee, Robert E., classmate of, 30 
Lees, James H., discussion bv, 208, 
209
Leffler, Shepherd, office of, 17, 18 
Le Gallienne, Eva, presentation by, 
520
Legion of Honor, Iowans made officers 
of, 179, 185
Legumes, The Coming of the, by H. D. 
H ughes, 292-302
Lejeune, John A., quotation from, 187 
Le Mons (France), embarkation from, 
179
Lenox College, reference to, 431 
Lent, Sylvia, mention of, 111 
Leo, Ralph, prize won by, 102 
Letts, F. Dickinson, office of, 17 
Leviathan (ship), passengers on, 395;
“take off” from, 396 
Levine, Charles A., opinion of, 377; 
company formed by, 387; plans of, 
388; daughter of, 388; letter writ­
ten to, 390; trip made with, 391; 
refueling by, 394
Levine, Mrs. Charles A., anxiety of, 
389; trip made by, 395 
Levine, Eloyse, ride taken by, 388, 389 
Levitzki, Mischa, mention of, 111 
Lewis, Ann (see Lewis, Mrs. John) 
Lewis, John, influence of, 335 
Lewis, Mrs. John, influence of, 335 
Lewis, Sinclair, book by, 79 
Lewis, Theodore Hayes, biographical 
sketch of, 214, 215; contract with, 
216; work of, 218; survev made bv, 
216, 217, 218, 220, 222; writing of, 
224; letter from, 225; words of, 226 
Lewis, Wilson Seeley, early life of, 
334, 335; picture of, facing 336; 
work of, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 
341; office of, 337, 338, 339; opin­
ions of, 342; editorial about, 342 
Lewis, TFtison Seeley, by F. E. 
H aynes, 334-342
Lexington (Kentucky), journal in, 87 
Liberia, diplomat to, 52 
Library of Congress, Director of Music 
Division of, 103
Lichtenstein, Vernon, writings on, 81 
Licking County (Ohio), resident of, 
129
Lifted Masks, stories in, 517, 518, 519 
Lily, Max, companion of, 371 
Lincoln, Abraham, cabinet member of, 
10; nomination of, 21; appointment 
by, 38; letter from, 134; letter to, 
136; explanation from, 137; visit 
by, 162; commission from, 167; 
mention of, 443, 538; statue of, 473, 
478, 480, 482; bust of, 477; death 
of, 479
Lincoln, Robert T., mention of, 38; 
marriage of, 437
Lincoln, Mrs. Robert T-, action of, 438 (see also Harlan, Mary)
Lindbergh, Charles A., reference to, 
394
Linn County, school site in, 430 
Linwood, saloons closed in, 353 
Liszt, Franz, acquaintance with, 480 
Literature, representative of, 82, 83;
geography of, 95, 96 
Little Rock (Arkansas), campaign 
against, 135, 157 
Little Sioux River, trap on, 309 
Little Turkey River, memorial on, 118 
Live Stock Indicator, purchase of, 236 
Lockhart, Lee M., work of, 125 
Loess, papers about, 210 
Logan, Frederic Knight, composition 
of, 105
Logan, John A., office of, 8 
Logan, contest held in, 120 
Logan Field (Baltimore), 385 
London (England), mention of, 58; 
college in, 125; flyers in, 395; visit 
in, 480; Buffalo Bill in, 534, 535 
London Times, comment in, 537 
Long, Hugh S., office of, 409 
Long Island (New York), flight from, 
376; plane at, 396
“Long Long Trail, The” (cartoon), 
513
Longstreet, James, classmate of, 151 
Longueil, Alfred E., office of, 92 
Loras, Mathias, picture of, facing 321; 
work of, 321—333; consecration of, 
322; story of, 322, 323; early life 
of, 323; education of, 323, 324; in­
formation for, 325; letter from, 326, 
327, 329, 330, 332, 333; surround­
ings of, 327, 328; influence of, 328; 
travelling done by, 329; vision of, 
331; college founded by, 332; opin­
ion about, 333
Lost and Won, presentation of, 532 
Louisiana, power given to, 36; mar­
shal of, 150; Secretary of State of, 
150; climate of, 204 
Louisville Art Gallery, picture in, 494 
Love, James M., office of, 33 
Lowe, Ralph P., portrait of, 496 
Lowell (Massachusetts), climate at, 
356
Lucas, Robert, portrait of, 496 
Lucas County, cattle in, 283; resident 
of, 309
Lull, Thelma, verse by, 93 
Lunden (Holstein), native of, 193 
Luther College, courses of study at, 
449, 450, 456, 457 
Luxembourg, troops in, 189 
Lyon, Nathaniel, leadership of, 143; 
work of, 144; classmate of, 151; 
wounding of, 153 
Lyon County, mounds in, 219
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Lyons (Franco), aristocrat of, 322; 
native of, 323; pastoral missioner 
in, 324; priest ordained in, 324; fi­
nancial help from, 331
Macbride, Thomas H., influence of, 
202, 207, 213; mention of, 203, 
205; papers presented by, 208; 
words of, 210, 211 
McBroom, Janet, story by, 93 
McGandless, William J., information 
from, 408; death of, 410 
McCarty, Jonathan, votes for, 3, 4 
McClellan, George B., classmate of, 
151
McConkey, “Freem”, mention of, 63 
McConkey, Mrs., remarks on, 63 
McCrary, George W., work of, 21, 22, 
45 ; office of, 37
McCulloch, Fred, influence of, 277 
McDill, James W., office of, 13 
MacDonald, James, resignation of, 437 
MacGregor, Jay B., office of, 468 
McGregor, reference to, 227 
McKinley, William, appointment by, 40 
Mackres, Mrs. Charles D., office of, 101 
McLaughlin, Mr., trip made by, 410 
Macmillan, Francis, mention of. 111 
McNary-Haugen Bill, advocate of, 42 
McPherson, James Birdseye, action of, 
167; army of, 168
McPherson, Smith, office of, 33; char­
acterization of, 35 
Magnificent Adventure, The, 73 
Maier, Guy, mention of, 111 
Main Street, 79 
Main-Travelled Roads, 64 
Maine (battleship), speech about, 25, 
26
Madison (Wisconsin), publisher at, 
230; native of, 473 
Madison Square Garden, Buffalo Bill 
at, 533
Madrid (Spain), delegate to, 6 
Majoli, Luigi, letter from, 477; work 
under, 480 
Majors, Mr., 526, 528 
Man Next Door, The, 73 
Managua, diplomat at, 48 
Manchu beans (see Beans)
Manitoba, mound in, 217 
Mankato (Minnesota), hanging at, 
328
Manley, contest held in, 120 
Mansfield (Ohio), resident of, 129 
Many Foundations, by Clarence R. 
Aurner, 417-431
Maquoketa, resident of, 298; minister 
in, 358; picture film for, 408 
Marsh, Caleb P., trading-post of, 44 
Marshall, John, reference to, 36 
Marshalltown, baseball game at, 345; 
reference to, 346, 349; saloons
closed in, 353
Maryland, corn grown in, 271
Mason, Charles, settlement by, 30; of­
fice of, 31; interest of, 485; corre­
spondence with, 487, 491, 492 ; pro­
tégé of, 488, 489, 490; health of, 
492; portrait of, 496 
Mason City, Board of Education of, 
462, 464; junior college in, 464; 
education in, 465; events in, 467 
Mason City Globe-Oazette, item in, 465 
Mason City Junior College, organiza­
tion of, 464; enrollment in, 465, 
466; clubs in, 466, 467; extra-cur­
ricular activities at, 466, 467, 468; 
success of, 469, 470 
Mason City Junior College, by Gret- 
chen  Carlson, 462-470 
Massachusetts, Senator from, 10; pub­
lisher in, 229; resident of, 518 
Master farmer, wife of, 319, 320 
Master farmers, selection of, 254, 316, 
317; purpose of, 317; work of, 318, 
319
Masters, Edgar Lee, book by, 79 
Matamoras ^Mexico), Governor of, 130 
Matson, Norman, marriage of, 519 
May Cody, presentation of, 532 
May Music Festival, establishing of, 
107
Mayer, Max, report from, 405 ; tele­
gram to, 405
Mayne, Winfield Scott, degree received 
by, 436
Mazzuchelli, Samuel Charles, visit 
made by, 321, 322; mention of, 
322; office of, 326 
Meigs, Cornelia, mention of, 96 
Memorial Union, music festival supper 
at, 124
Mencken, H. L., office of, 83 
Meredith, Edwin Thomas, work of, 41, 
42, 257, 258, 261, 262, 267, 268; 
biographical sketch of, 256; ideas of, 
258, 259; policy of, 260; picture of, facing 260 ; story about, 263 ; death 
of, 265
Meredith, Thomas, wedding gift from, 
256
Meredith Publications, The, by P eter 
Ainsw orth , 256-265 
Meredith Publishing Company, policy 
of, 261
Merged Blood, comments on, 81 . 
Merritt, William H., words of, 144 
“Messiah, The”, singing of, 108 
Meteorology, interest in, 195 ; papers 
on, 200
Meteors, falling of, 195; writings on, 
2 0 0Methodist Episcopal Church, confer­
ence of, 336, 423, 433, 434, 444; 
movement in, 341; work of, 418 
Metropolitan Museum (New York), 
picture in, 494
Meuse River (France), battle of, 187, 
188
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Mexican War, general in, 130; chap­
lains in, 332
Mexico, diplomat to, 54; policy toward, 
238Mexico City (Mexico), army in, 151 
Meximieux, Petit Séminaire of, presi­
dent of, 324
Michigan, mound in, 217; “Good 
News” in, 401
Michigan State College of Agriculture, 
graduate of, 273 
Middle West, realism of, 78 
Middleton, Arthur, mention of, 110 
Midland, The, stories in, 80, 83 ; con­
tributors for, 82; beginning of, 89, 
90. 91, 92; tenet of, 91 
Midland Monthly, story in, 65 ; com­
ment on, 87, 88, 89 
Military road, college on, 436 
Military Service Institute, member of, 
174
Miller, Daniel F., office of, 18 
Miller, Francis E., position of, 351 
Miller, Mark, writings of, 229, 230 
Miller, Reed, mention of, 110 
Miller, Samuel F., offices of, 35, 36 
Milligan, Mr., 531
Mills, Clark, office of, 474; pupil of, 
477Milwaukee (Wisconsin), commander 
in, 138
Milwaukee Journal, cartoonist for, 499, 
503
Mindanao (Philippine Islands), De­
partment of, inspector general of, 
176
Mineral Point, (Wisconsin), mention 
of, 30
Mineralogy, text-book on, 200 
Minneapolis (Minnesota), visit to, 116 
Minnehaha Falls, visit to, 116; men­
tion of, 328
Minnesota, service in, 152 ; survey iu, 
210, 217; mounds in, 217, 219; pur­
chase made by; 218; bishop of, 321; 
insurrection in, 328; capital of, 
329; Catholic settlements in, 331; 
“Good News” in, 401; University 
of, 470; fruit trees in, 514 
Minnesota Experiment Station, selec­
tion by, 275
Minnesota Historical Society, library
of, 218
“Minnesota 13” (corn), selection of, 
275
Minnesota River, steamboat to, 327 
Mississippi, capital of, 157 ; antiqui­
ties of, 217
Mississippi Bubble, The, publication of, 
71, 73; comment on, 75 
Mississippi River, railroads to, 7 ; 
travellers on, 30; land claim on, 33; 
work on, 131; canal around rapids 
in, 132; troops on, 136, 155, 156; 
rock carvings on, 218; mounds
along, 219, 222; steamboat on, 325; 
trip to, 326, 357; excursion on, 
327; reference to, 357, 417, 437 
Mississippi Valley, loess in, 210; rec­
ords in, 216; fruit trees in, 313, 
315; religious leaders in, 321 
Missouri, slave from, 31; commander 
in, 134, 149, 152, 154; Governor 
of, 136; vote of, 137; mound in, 
217; work in, 225; corn grown in, 
271; alfalfa grown in, 300; hogs in, 
305; reference to, 355; “Good 
News” in, 401; Buffalo Bill in, 525 
Missouri, Department of the, comman­
der of, 136, 165
Missouri River, railroads to, 7; men­
tion of, 291, 333; crossing of, 140 
Mitchel Field, flight to, 384 
Mitchell, G. C. R., vote for, 3 
Mobile (Alabama), siege of, 150, 157: 
consecration in, 322; bishop of, 
324; friend in, 325, 326 
Mobile, Cathedral of, pastor of, 324 
Molina del Rey (Mexico), fighting at, 
151
Moline (Illinois), support of music in, 
104
Molony, Patrick, decision favoring, 34 
Monona County, drive from, 308 
Monterey (Mexico), Governor of, 130; 
Presidio of, 175
Monticello (Illinois), resident of, 355 
Montluel, baker of, 322 
Montrose, Congressman from, 28 
Morini, Erica, mention of, 111 
Morley College, man from, 125 
Mormon Trail, use of, 283 
Mormons, leader of, 321; activities of, 
527
Morningside, university at, 336 
Morningside College, president of, 
335, 337; antecedent of, 336; men­
tion of, 339, 340, 341, 342; degrees 
at, 461
Motorcycles, agency for, 379 
Mott, Frank Luther, office of, 90 
Mott, F rank Luther , Exponents of 
the Pioneers, 61—66 
Mounds, survey of, 215 
Mount Lookout (Colorado), Buffalo 
Bill buried at, 540
Mount Pleasant, Representative from, 
28; minister in, 358, 359, 361, 418; 
school at, 433, 448; home in, 437; 
bell in, 443Mount Pleasant Collegiate Institute, 
building of, 418; descendent of, 
432; origin of, 433, 435; supporters 
of, 434Mount Pleasant Female Seminary, 
graduates of, 445
Mount Pleasant German College, or­
ganization of, 444
Mt. St. Bernard College, founding of, 
332
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Mount Vernon, mention of, 107, 108, 
112; college at, 422 
Muilenburg, Walter, book by, 80 
Munich (Bavaria), financial help from, 
331; flyers in, 395; visit in, 480 
Murdock, Mrs. W. F., work of, 103 
Murphy, Donald R., work of, 252 
Murphy, Lambert, mention of, 110 
Muscatine, Congressman from, 17 ; 
negro diplomat from, 50; resident 
of, 101; saloons closed in, 353; min­
ister in, 358, 362
Muscatine County, resident of, 277 
Music, contests in, 102 ; classification 
of departments for, 101, 102 
Music Association, Northwest District, 
contest held by, 119 
Music Olubs, The Federated, by G.
P erle Schm idt , 97-106  
Music Clubs, Iowa Federation of, or­
ganization of, 99, 100; convention 
of, 100; departments of, 101, 102; 
membership of, 105 ; president of, 
117
Music Clubs, Junior, leader of, 104 
Music contests, beginning of, 119 
Music Study Club, work of, 104 
Musical Activities Association, High 
School, constitution of, 121 
Musical Activity Association, North­
east Iowa, contest held by, 119 
Muskingum River, improvement pro­ject of, 130
National Academy (Paris), associate 
of the, 492
National Academy, Master of the, elec­
tion to, 496
National Academy of Design, pupil at, 
489
National Aeroplane School, partner in, 
371
National Bulletin, news item from, 105 
National Conservatory of Music, Direc­
tor of, 113
National Federation of Music Clubs, 
formation of, 98; founders of, 98, 
99 ; prize offered by, 105 
National League, members of, 343 
National Live Stock Journal, editor of, 
267
National Road, construction of, 130 
Nature, articles in, 196 
Nauvoo (Illinois), Mormons at, 321 
Naval Air Station (Norfolk), airplane 
at, 386
Near Foreign Chancelleries, by D oro­
thy  Wagner, 46—54 
Nebraska, debate on admission of, 9 ; 
service in, 152; engineer in, 160; 
homesteader in, 162; mound in, 
217, settlers in, 291; Catholic settle­
ments in, 331; “Good News’’ in, 
401; legislature of, 530; reference 
to, 540
Neumann, J. G., work of, 82 
Nevada (Iowa), resident of, 286, 345;
reference to, 346, 349 
Newton, native of, 68 
Ncy, Elly, mention of, 111 
New England, corn from, 270; clover 
seed brought into, 293 ; natives of, 
355; men ordained in, 358; refer­
ence to, 365; press of, 531 
New Granada, change of name of, 47 
New Hampshire, publisher in, 229 
New Madrid (Missouri), letter from, 
224
New Mexico, settler in, 69; comman­
der in, 175; work in, 322 
New Orleans (Louisiana), slaughter 
houses in, 36; muster out at, 150; 
world's fair at, 275 
New Purchase, minister in, 358 
New Vienna, settlement of, 332 
“New World Symphony”, revision of, 
115, 116
New York, resident of, 30; teacher in, 
334; papers in, 383 ; mail service to,
405
New York City, publication in, 198 ; 
reference to, 387, 397; Aeronautic 
Engineer of, 396; police department 
of, 397; airplane from, 399; stu­
dent in, 389, 490; art in, 495, 497; 
painting finished in, 497 ; resident 
of, 502, 503; Buffalo Bill at, 532, 
533
New York Evening Post, contributor 
to, 30
New York Evening Telegram, comment 
in, 475
New York Globe, cartoonist for, 502 
New York Herald-Tribune, cartoons 
for, 503
New York Times, pictures for, 383; 
comment in, 396, 512; editorial in, 
506
New York Tribune, article in, 533 
Nicollet, Jean Nicholas, action of, 228; 
office of, 326
Ninth Iowa Infantry, colonel of, 146;
action of, 146, 147 
Norfolk (Virginia), flight to, 385 
Norris, H. W., address by, 211 _
North American Review, essay in, 49, 
50
North Carolina, troops from, 176 
North Central Association, member of, 
465North Dakota, mound in, 217 ; fruit 
trees in, 314; bishop of, 321 
North of fhirty-six, 73, 75 
North Platte (Nebraska), Buffalo Bill 
at, 532North Western Railroad, mention of,
406Northeast Iowa Musical Activity As­
sociation, contest held by, 119 
Northern Luzon (Philippine Islands),
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Department of, commissary of, 182 
Northwest, University of the, descend­
ant of, 336 . .Northwest District Music Association, 
contest held by, 119 
Northwestern Farmer and Horticul­
tural Journal, 230
Northwestern Stock Field and Farm, 
The, consolidation of, 245 
Northwestern University, mention of, 
470Northwood, Congressman from, 27 
Northwood High School, football game 
with, 467
Norton, W. H., influence of, 213 
Norwich University, graduate of, 160 
Norwood (Michigan), native of, 499 
Novelist of the Unsung, A, by P aul­
in e  Grahame, 67-77  
Novelty (Missouri), contest at, 119 
Nuttall, Thomas, observations of, 228 
Nutter, Farr A., flight by, 406, 411;
failure of, 407, 408 
Nutting, Charles C., influence of, 213
Oberlin (Ohio), reference to, 429 
Oberlin Conservatory of Music, gradu­
ate of, 107O’Brien, Edward J., compilation by, 
80, 81; story selected by, 82; words 
of, 91Ocalaca (Mexico), fighting at, 151 
Odyssey of a Nice Oirl, The, comment 
on, 83Ohio, Adjutant General from, 130 ; 
antiquities of, 217; corn grown in, 
270, 271, 272; reference to, 355; 
resident of, 272, 523 
Oil wells, possibility of, 206 Old Hickory Division (see Thirtieth 
Division)
Old Stone Capitol, picture of, 498 
Oldsmobile, owner of, 377 
Omaha (Nebraska), visit to, 116; rail­
road near, 139; mail service to, 405, 
406, 407, 410; reference to, 408; 
Buffalo Bill at, 532 
On the Floor of the Senate, by Marie 
E. Haefner, 3-15 
One Man's Life, remarks on, 64 
Oratorio Society, work of, 108; pro­
gram by, 110
Orchestra Hall, mention of, 109 
Order of the Bath, Knight Commander 
of, 179
Orphans' Home, gift to, 104 
Osborn, Herbert, words of, 205 
Osceola Sentinel, owner of, 234 
Oschner, Mrs. Albert J., office of, 99 ; 
words of, 100Oskaloosa, Congressman from, 27 ; res­
idents of, 369; assembly at, 426 
Oskaloosa College, reference to, 431, 
458
Ostenso, Martha, work of, 86
Osterland, H. F., influence of, 277 
Ottawa (Illinois), letter from, 225 
Ottumwa, railroad at, 307 ; saloons 
closed in, 353; death in, 361; plane 
at, 409
"Out-of-Doors” section, conductor of, 
73
Outlaw, The Story of the, 73 
Owen, David Dale, action of, 228 
Ozark Mountains, trip through, 135; 
retirement toward, 146
Pacific Garden Rescue Mission, com­
pany from, 347 ; visitor at, 348 
Pacific Railroad, mention of, 130;
committee report on, 132 
Page County, town site in, 429 
Paige, Randolph, flight made by, 411 
“Pale Moon”, singing of, 105 
Paleozoic crinoids, discussion of, 203 
Palmer, Frank, work of, 231 
Palmer, F. E., work of, 462 
Pammel, L. H., papers read by, 209;
influence of, 213 
Panama, envoy to, 48 
Panama Canal Company, New, check 
to. 43 „Paris, reference to, 387, 388, 517; fly­
ers in, 395; studying in, 490; art 
students of, 491; resident of, 518 
Paris, Academy of Science of, publica­
tion of, 196
Paris, Salon of. position in, 492 
Paris World’s Fair, corn at, 272 
Parkhurst, Isaac Cody at, 523 
Parks, county, plea for, 208 
Parks, State, development of, 208; in­
terest in, 506Parsons College, curriculum at, 454, 
457Parvin, Theodore S., portrait of, 496 
Passing of the Herds, The, by JOHN A.
H opk in s . Jr., 282—291 
Patterson (Missouri), death at, 344 
Pattison, Lee, mention of, 111 
Pavne-Aldrich bill, opponent of, 14 
Payne Field (West Point, Mississippi), 
transfer to, 381 
P. E. O., founding of, 440 
P. E. O. Memorial Library, erection of, 
441; mention of, 444 
Pea Ridge (Arkansas), battle at, 135, 
146, 164, 166
“Peace Convention”, representative at, 
132
Peach trees, growing of, 312 
Pear trees, growing of, 312; importa­
tion of, 313
Pecos River, settler near, 69 _
Peking (China), diplomat in, 52; 
bishop at, 339Pelamourgues, Abbé, companion of,
327Pella, university at, 426, 456, 460; 
school in, 427
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P elzer, Mildred W., George 77. Yew- 
ell, 483-498
Pendleton, Genevieve, marriage of, 502 
Penfield, Suela Pearson, work of, 440 
Pennsylvania, native of, 31; corn 
from, 270, 271
Pensacola (Florida), capture of, 157 
Perkins, George D„ mention of, 24 
Perry, resident of, 101 
Pershing, John J„ request of, 184;
words of, 189; dispatch to, 407 
Peru (Illinois), job at, 161 
Petain, Marshal, opinion of, 184 
Peterborough ( N e w  Hampshire), 
speech at, 100
P etersen , W illiam  J„ Iowa City 
Municipal Airport, 404—414 
Petit Seminaire of Meximieux, presi­
dent of, 324
Petroglyphs, diagram of, 223 
Pettitt, H. W., work of, 231 
Pharmacy, professor in college of, 196 
Phi Beta Kappa, member of, 500 
Philadelphia (Pennsylvania), baseball 
player at, 346; pastor in, 349; evan­
gelist in, 352
Philadelphia, Fort Wayne and Platte 
Valley Railroad, surveying for, 131 
Philippine Islands, commander in, 175, 
179; regiment sent to, 181; service 
in, 182
Physical chemistry, contributions to,
200
Physical sciences, professor of, 200 
Physics, professor in, 194, 195; text­
book on, 200
Pickard, J. L., controversy with, 196 
Pickett, George E., classmate of, 151 
Pierce, Dante M., story told by, 234, 
235, 236; office of, 240; work of, 
240, 241; action of, 255 
Pierce, James H., action of, 234; 
work of, 236, 239, 267, 268; picture 
of, facing 236; disagreement with, 
237; opinions of, 238; biographical 
sketch of, 240; paper owned by, 244 
Pike's Peak gold rush, 528 
Pilot Knob (Missouri), commander at, 
154; reference to, 209 
Pinar del Rio (Cuba), Province of, 
Governor of, 175 
Pioneer life, interpretation of, 62 
Pioneer Mother, A, remarks on, 65 
Pioneers, Exponents of the, by Frank 
Luther  Mott, 61-66 
Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania), baseball 
player at, 346; evangelist in, 352 
Pittsburgh, University of, student of, 
141
Plants, diseases of, 209 
Plastic Clay, From, by Marie H aef- 
NER, 473-482
Platte River Trail, railroad along, 162 
Plum Creek, Indians along, 526 
Poetry, poems in, 82
Poland hogs, spotted, resemblance to, 
306; mention of, 307, 310 
Politics, cartoon on, 511 
Polk, Leonidas, appointments made by,
332
Pony Express, organization of, 528 
Pope, John, classmate of, 151 
Pope Pius VI, visit to, 324 
Popular Science Monthly, article in, 
198, 199
Populist party, candidate of, 23 
Portier, Bishop, companion of, 324 
Portugal, envoy to, 50 
Porto Rico, Governor of, 28 
Post and General Service Schools (Fort Leavenworth), commander of, 
190
Post Office Department, restrictions on, 
408, 409; request of, 411; work of, 
411, 412
Postal Union, origination of, 21 
Postmaster General, assistant of, 21; 
appointment of, 43
Pottawattamie County, occurrences in, 
290, 291
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), student in, 
113; flyers in, 395 
Prairie, comments on, 80 
Prairie du Chien (Wisconsin), visitors 
at, 30; letter from, 224; bishop of, 
327; traders from, 328 
Prairie Farmer, editor of, 317 
Prairie Grove (Arkansas), battle at, 
149
Prairie soil, origin of, 204 
“Prairie Songs”, publication of, 89 
Prather, Amos Summers, degree re­
ceived by, 437
Presbyterian Church, representatives 
of, 419, 420
Presbyterian Church, New School, sup­
port from, 359
Presbyterian evangelist, assistant of, 
348
Price, Hiram, office of, 17; mention of, 
18; work of, 19, 20 
Price, Sterling, office of, 134; work of, 
137; armv of, 166
“Pride of the North” (corn), prize 
won by, 275
Prince of Wales, show attended by, 
536
Princeton University, instructor at, 
278Provincetown (Massachusetts), resi­
dent of, 518; players at, 518, 519 
Public Instruction, Superintendent of, 
10; State Department of, 103 
Public Lands, Committee on, 27 
Pulitzer prize, awarding of, 514 
Pulse, influence of, 466 
Pultiere Woods (France), position be­
fore, 187, 188 
Purchase Price, The, 73 
Putnam Township, school site in, 430
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Quakers, descendant of, 68 Quantrill, W. C., office of, 137 
“Quartette in F Major”, composing of, 
115; mention of, 116 Quarton, William B., work of, 298 Quick, Herbert, service of, 61; writ­
ings of, 62—64, 267 Quincy (Missouri), troops at, 153 
“Quintette in E Flat”, composing of, 
116
Racine (Wisconsin), farm journal in, 
229
Railroad Commissioners, State, map 
for, 413
Railroads and Canals, Committee on, 
22
Rainbow Division, commander of, 179 
Raleigh, Walter, 522 
Ralph (negro), case of, 31, 32 
Ramseyer, C. William, office of, 17 
Ranch show, Buffalo Bill with,539 
Rantoul (Illinois), flying squadron at, 
380
Rappes woods (France), position be­
fore, 187, 188
Rappold, Marie, mention of, 110 
Rawlinson, Henry, army under, 177; 
words of, 178
Rawn, John— Prominent Citizen, 73 
Ray, Ruth, mention of. 111 
R ay, W. G., Billy Robinson, Bird-Man, 
369-375
Razorback hogs, speed of, 303, 304;
mention of, 307 (see also Hogs) 
Read, George Windle, opinion of, 172; 
commission of, 173, 176, 177 ; work 
of, at Iowa, 173, 174; picture of, facing 176; climax of career of, 
178; retirement of, 179 
Read, George Windle, by J ohn  E. 
Briggs, 172—179
Ream, Robert, daughter of, 473; work 
of, 473, 474
Ream, Yinnie, early life of, 473; pic­
ture of, lacing 473; statues by, 473, 
478, 482; contract with, 475, 476; 
article about, 476, 477; opinion of, 
479; studio of, 479; travelling done 
by, 480; friend of, 481; marriage 
of, 481; town named for, 482 
Red clover (see Clover)
Red Oak, reference to, 227 
Red Right Hand, The, presentation of, 
531
Red River, people from, 328 
Red Wing (Minnesota), resident of, 
215
Redfield (North Dakota), native of, 
369
Reed, Henry T., office of, 33 
Reed, J. A., sermon by, 358 
Reid, James L., work of, 272 
Reid, Robert, work of, 271, 272 
Reid yellow dent corn, growing of, 271,
272, 273; introduction of, 274; ex­
periments with, 276 
Religion, articles on, 321—368 
Republican National Convention (Kan­
sas City), attendant at, 402 
Reuter, Rudolph, mention of, 111 
Revere, Paul, mention of, 127 
Richman, Irving B., mention of, 89 
Richmond (Virginia), native of, 214 
Rickenbacker, Eddie, banquet for, 408 
Riddick, M. K., office of, 409. 
Rider-Kelsey, Corinne, mention of, 110 
Rio Grande River, settler near, 69 
Ripley, Erastus, mention of, 357; of­
fice of, 359, 364, 421 
Ristvedt, Mrs. Carl, work of, 103 
Rivers and Harbors, Committee on, 28 
Riverside Drive (New York), pictures 
dropped at, 383 
Road to the Temple, The, 519 
Roads, Committee on, 28 
“Roast Beef, A Dissertation on", com­
ment on, 93
Robbins, Alden B., mention of, 357 ; 
post of, 358; death of, 362; office of, 
364
Roberts, B. S., action of, 152 
Robinson, Billy, Bird-Man, by W. G. 
Ray, 369-375
Robinson, Mrs. Franklin, 369 
Robinson, T. J. B., office of, 17 
Robinson, William C., picture of, fac­
ing 369; early life of, 369; descrip­
tion of, 370; monoplane built by, 
370, 371; flights made by, 371, 372, 
373, 374; death of, 374, 375; monu­
ment to, 375 (see also Robinson, 
Billy)
Rochester, flight over, 373 
Rock Island (Illinois), support of mu­
sic in, 104
Rock Island Arsenal, music for, 100 
Rock Island Railroad, employee of, 
162; reference to, 406 
Rock Rapids, contest held in, 120 
Rockefeller Foundation, work of, 340, 
341
Rockford, school superintendent in, 
119
Rolla (Missouri), headquarters in, 
134; troops at, 164 
Rome (Italy), letter written from, 
477; train to, 480; study in, 480; 
colorists of, 492, 493 
Rommel, A., work of, 439 
Roosevelt, Theodore, confidant of, 12 ; 
words of, 27, 70; cabinet member 
of, 43; compliment from, 54; com­
missioner of, 248; cartoon of, 513 
Roosevelt Field (Long Island), excite­
ment on, 376; flyer at, 382 
Rosati, Joseph, office of, 322 ; ques­
tionnaire sent to, 324, 325; letter 
to, 326, 327
Rose, William, activities of, 528, 529
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Roseau River exploratory trip on, 181 
Rosecrans, William S., classmate of, 
151
Rosenbecker, Adolph, work of, 108 
Ross, E. G., residence of, 480 
Rupt de Mad (France), bridges over, 
186
“Rural Schools Bulletin”, publication 
of, 265
Russia, clover in, 293; survey in, 312;
fruit trees from, 314, 315 
Russia, Immigrants from, by A. T. Er­
w in , 311-315
Russell, Majors and Waddell, Buffalo 
Bill employed by, 526; Pony Ex­
press organized by, 528 
Russell (New York), native of, 334
Sagebrusher, The, 73 
St. Cvr (France), Mayor of, 323 
St. Francis River (Missouri), troops 
near, 154St. Lawrence County (New York), na­
tive of, 334St. Lawrence University (New York), 
graduate of, 335St. Louis ^Missouri), meeting in, 98; 
city engineer of, 131; politics at, 
134; mention of, 134; troops dis­
charged at, 146; prisons in, 165; 
hospital at, 166; publication in, 
198; resident of, 200; mounds near, 
217; bishop at, 322, 324, 325; Buf­
falo Bill at, 528
St. Louis Globe-Democrat, drawings 
for, 503St. Louis University, professor at, 196 
St. Mark’s Cathedral (Venice), picture 
of, 494St. Paul (Minnesota), resident of, 
215; bishop of, 322; chapel erected 
in, 328
St. Paul Pioneer Press, drawings for,
503
St. Pierre, Indians at, 327 
St. Pierre River (see Minnesota River) 
St. Quentin (France), attack on, 177, 
178
Salem, club at, 104 Saloons, campaigns against, 353, 354 
Salsbury, Nate, show organized by, 
533; service of, 536 
Salt Creek Valley (Kansas), Cody at, 
525, 528
Salter, William, action of, 357; post 
of, 358; death of, 361; work of, 
362, 363
Saltillo (Mexico), Governor of, 130 
Sambre Canal (France), gaining of, 
178
San Diego (California), airplane at,
379
San Mateo (California), death at, 157 
Sandburg, Carl, work of, 92, 93 
Sanders, Alvin, work of, 267
Sanders, James H., work of, 267 
Sandusky (Ohio) Register, writer for, 
70
Santa Maria della Salute (Venice), 
picture of, 494
Santo Domingo, policy toward, 111 
Saturday Evening Post, section in, 73 
Saxony, King of, show reviewed by, 
537
Schaffter , D orothy, In the Ilouse, 
16-29
Schmidt, Mrs. Louis B., office of, 101;
work of, 103; proposal of, 117 
Schneider Cup Races, visitor at, 385,
386
Scholte, H. P., office of, 426 
Schumann-Heink, Ernestine, mention 
of, 110
Schurman, Jacob Gould, welcome from,
395
Schurz, Carl, words of, 474 
Science, address on, 212, 213 
Scott, George C., office of, 33 
Scott, John, chore boy of, 345 
Scott, Winfield, office of, 151; descrip­
tions of, 152
Scott County, Isaac Cody in, 523 
Scouts of the Plains, presentation of, 
530
Second American Army Corps, attack 
made by, 177, 178; commander of, 
177; embarkation of, 179 
Second American Army Division, com­
mander in, 185
Second Corps Area, officer of, 190 
Second Division, adjutant general of, 
176
Second Frontier Army Division, march 
of, 148
Second Iowa Infantry, officers of, 133,
152Sedalia (Missouri), commander at, 153 
Seibert, Fred R., position of, 351 
Selfridge Field (Michigan), plane3 
from, 400
Seele River (France), troops on, 178 
Sells-Floto Circus, Buffalo Bill with,
539
Senate. On the Floor of the, by Marie 
E. H aefner , 3—15
Sergei, Roger L., book by, 79; mention 
of, 91Seventh United States Infantry, mem­
ber of, 129Seventv-seventh Division, commander 
of, 176Shanghai (China), bishop at, 340 
Shattuck, Ernest, mention of. 111 
Shaw, Leslie M., office of, 43; refusal 
of. 181
Sheldon, contest held in, 120 
Sheridan, Philip H., disagreement 
with, 135; mention of, 534 
Sherman, William T., mention of, 11; 
classmate of, 151; corps of, 154;
INDEX 567
troops of, 155; action of, 167; plot 
against, 168; halting of, 170; men­
tion of, 534; letter from, 537 
Shimek, Bohumil, paper read by, 210; 
address by, 211, 212; influence of,
213
Shiras, Oliver P., office of, 33; descrip­
tion of, 35Shoe-peg dent corn, growing of, 271,
272
Shull, George, corn breeding discovery 
by, 277
Siberia, fruit trees from, 312 
Sigel (horse), loss of, 159 
Sigmund, Jay G., writings by, 80, 81, 
92
"Silver King” (corn), prize won by, 
275Simpson Centenary College, courses of 
study at, 453; graduates of, 453 
Singing Mouse Stories, The, publica­
tion of, 70Sioux City, death in, 334; college at, 
335; university in, 336; business 
men of, 338; flight to, 402; minister 
in, 501; resident of, 502 
Sioux City Journal, mention of, 24;
editorial in, 342; cartoons in, 501 
Sioux City Tribune, reporter for, 501 
Sioux Indians, leader among, 328;
baptism of, 328 
Sitting Bull, activities of, 533 
Sixteenth Army Corps, commander of, 
167; action of, 168 
Sixteenth Infantry, member of, 173 
Sixty Years and Other Discourses, 363 
Slaughter House Cases, decisions con­
cerning, 36
Smart Set, stories in, 83 
Sm ith , C. R. F., Jhe Iowa Home­
stead, 229—241
Smith, Dean C., action of, 389; flight 
by, 411
Smith, Joseph, settlement by, 321 
Smith, Peter, donation from, 435 
Smith, Walter I., office of, 17, 37 
Smith, Walter J., trial flight made by, 
406, 407; work of, 408; death of, 
410; honor for, 411 
Smith Field (Iowa City), naming of, 
411; equipment of, 411, 412; map 
of, 413
Snyder, J. M., office of, 231 
Soissons (France), counter-offensive 
at, 185
Soldiers’ Orphanage, Iowa (Glen- 
wood), inmates of, 344, 349 
Solon, minister at, 358 
Son of the Middle Border, A., remarks 
on, 65
Soul6, Pierre, successor of, 46 
South Carolina, troops from, 176 
South Dakota, troops of, 181; geolog­
ical survey in, 210 ; mounds in, 217 ; 
fruit trees in, 314; bishop of, 321
Southern Luzon (Philippine Islands), 
Department of, judge in, 175 
"Southwestern Sketches”, publication 
of, 70
Sowing, The, 73 
Spain, diplomats to, 46, 47 
Spaulding, Benjamin A., action of, 
357; post of, 358; death of, 361 
Speer, R. P., words of, 311 
Spencer, Janet, mention of, 110 
Spiering Orchestra, program by, 108 
Spillville, visitor at, 113; inquiry 
about, 114, 115
Spillville, Dvorak at, by R amona E v­
ans, 113-118
Spotted Poland hogs (see Poland hogs, 
Spotted)
Sprague, Dr., purchase made by, 231,
232
Spring Hill College, president of, 324 
Springer, Anna, marriage of, 193 
Springer, Auguste, marriage of, 193 
Springfield (Missouri), troops at, 143, 
153 ; evacuation of, 146 
Spurrier, Warren, opinion of, 286 
Squier, Ephraim G., discoveries of, 215 
Staff College (Fort Leavenworth), at­
tendant at, 182
Stafford, Mary Ellen, work of, 440 
Stanley, Helen, mention of, 110 
Stanton, Edwin M., action of, 19 
State Agricultural Society (see Agri­
cultural Society. State)
State Geological Survey, work of, 210 
State Historical Society, sketch belong­
ing to, 485 ; portrait belonging to,
496
State Horticultural Society (see Horti­
cultural Society, State)
State parks, development of, 208 
State University of Iowa (see Iowa, 
State University of)
Steele, Frederick, rank of, 152; picture 
of, facing 152; commission of, 153; 
division commanded by, 155 ; death 
of, 157 ; description of, 158, 159 
Steele, Frederick, by Adelaide Gil l ,
151-159
Steen, George, influence of, 277 
Stevenson, Philip, mention of, 91 
Stevens, Thaddeus, office of, 8 
Stewart, Ella, work of, 440 
Stinson airplane, purchase of, 399 
Stock, Frederick A., work of, 108, 109 
Stonehenge (England), 215 
Story City, resident of, 103 
“String Quartette in F Major" (see 
"Quartette in F Major")
“String Quintette in E Flat” (see 
“Quintette in E Flat”)
Sturgis, S. D., words of, 145 
Successful Farming, ideas for, 258, 
259; policy of, 260, 263; compan­
ion magazine of, 261; growth of, 
262; work of, 264, 265
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Suckow, Ruth, work of, 83, 84, 85, 
86; description by, 84; limitations 
of, 86; mention of, 91, 93 
Sumner, Charles, office of, 8; debate 
with, 9, 10
Sunday, Billy (see Sunday, William 
Ashley)
Sunday, Billy, by J. A. Sw ish er , 343— 
354
Sunday, Edward, early home of, 344 
Sunday, Roy, mention of, 344 
Sunday, William Ashley, game played 
by, 343; birth of, 344; death of, 
344; early life of, 344; comment by, 
344, 345; sprinting of, 345; posi­
tion of, 346; preaching of, 346, 347, 
348, 349, 350, 351; social life of, 
347; recollections by, 347, 348; res­
olution of, 348; conversion of, 348; 
picture of, facing 352; opposition of, 
to liquor, 353, 354; success of, 354 
Sunday, Mrs. William, death of, 344 
Sunday, Mrs. William A., help from, 
351
Sundelius, Marie, mention of; 110 
Sundermeyer, Clarence, writings of, 
81Supreme Court of Iowa, Justices of, 
31, 32; work of, 36 
Supreme Court of the United States, 
appeal to, 34; justice of, 36 
Suppressed Desires, writing of, 519, 
521
“Swan and the Skylark, The”, singing 
of, 108Swaney, W. B., airplane of, 399 
Swanson, Charles E.. office of, 17 
Sw isher , J. A., Billy Sunday, 343- 
354
Sw isher , J. A., The Iowa Academy of 
Science, 202—213
Sw ish er , J. A., On the Bench, 30—37 
Sycamore (Illinois), airplane flight 
over, 373
Symphony Concert, presentation of, 
109
Symphony Hall, conversation in, 99 
Syracuse (Missouri), troops sent to, 
153
Ta Ku (China), forts at, 53 
Tabor, Charles W., chauffeur for, 379; 
trip taken by, 379
Tabor Literary Institute, founding of, 
428
Taft, William Howard, work of, 11 
Tall Men, The, theme of, 75 
J'anager, The, publication of, 93 
Taney, Roger B., work of, 32 
Tartars, trees from, 312 
Taylor, H. Stanley, work of, 125 
Taylor County Republican, owner of, 
234
Tazewell County (Illinois), corn grow­
ing in, 271
Tchehov, mention of, 86 
Teed, John W., work of, 103 
Tempelhof Field (Berlin), flyers at, 
395
Tenure of Office Act, violation of. 19 
Terrill’s Mill, sketch of, 498 
Texas, army officer in, 157, 176; regi­
ment in, 182
Texas Jack, activities of, 530 
Tennessee, guard troops from, 176; 
antiquities of, 217; work in, 225; 
corn from, 270, 271 
Thayer, John Milton, brigade of, 155, 
156
Thiaucourt (France), occupation of, 
186
Third Brigade, member of, 185 ; fight­
ing of, 185, 186, 187 
Third Frontier Army Division, march 
of, 148
Third Ohio Volunteer Infantry, colonel 
of. 130
Thirteenth Army Corps, commander 
in, 154
Thirtieth Division, commander of, 176, 
177; work of, 178 
‘‘Thistles of Iowa”, 209 
Thomas, George Henry, classmate of, 
151; request of, 165 
Thomas, Goring, musical composition 
of. 108
Thomas, Mrs. Rose Fay, work of, 98 
Thomas, Theodore, ideals of, 97; work 
of, 98 ; vision of, 106 
Thomas Orchestra, Theodore, perform­
ance of, 108, 116
T hompson , Arthur  T., Wallace’s 
Farmer, 242—255 
Thompson, William, office of, 18 
Thorkelson, Christina, description of, 
63
Thornton’s Field (Mexico), capture at, 
158
Thurston, Lloyd, office of, 17 
Tientsin (China), messenger to, 53 
Tilden, Samuel J., contest with, 45 
Tipton, resident of, 360 
Titian, influence of, 493; copies from 
paintings of, 497
Todd, J. E., office of, 203; mention of, 
205
Toledo (Ohio), evangelist in, 352 
Topographical Engineers, Corps of, 
member of, 215
Totten's Battery, charge against, 153 
Towner, Horace M., office of, 17; work 
of, 28
Tractors, work of, 280 
Traer, Representative from, 22 
Trans-Mississippi Exposition, Buffalo 
Bill at, 538
Transportation Act of 1920, advocate 
of, 15; framer of, 239 
Transylvania University, student of, 7 
Trappist Monks, monastery of, 332
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Trifles, writing of, 519; mention of,
521Trumbull, Lyman, reference to, 4i7;
opinion of, 479; words of, 482 
Truro (Cape Cod), resident of, 519 
Tuliahan River (Philippine Islands), 
action at, 182 
Tull, Clyde, work of, 93 
Tull, Jewell Bothwell, verse by, 93 
Turgenev, mention of, 86 
Turkey River, mounds near, 219 
Turner, Asa, opinion of, 356; ques­
tions asked of, 356, 357; prayer by, 
358; meeting in home of, 358; work 
of, 363 ; office of, 420 
Turner, Edwin B„ residence of, 355;
action of, 357; post of, 358 
Turner, Joseph Mallord William, influ­
ence of, 493
Twenty-eighth Infantry, advance of, 
183 ; commander of, 185 
Twenty-second Infantry, member of, 
181; assignment of, 181 
Twenty-seventh Division, attack made 
by, 177; commander of, 177 
Twenty-sixth General Assembly, peti­
tion to, 207
Twenty-sixth Infantry, captain of, 182 
Twenty-third Iowa Volunteer Infantry, 
private in, 344
Ulysses, reference to, 416 
Union army, enlistment in, 528 
Union Pacific Railroad, construction 
of, 139; terminal of, 163; offers 
from, 170
Unique Survey, A, by Charles R eu­
ben K eyes, 214—226 
United Brethren, school founded by, 
430
United States Army, officer in, 481 
United States District Court, judges of, 
33
U. S. Highway 161, route of, 436 
United States Geological Survey, work 
of, 210
United States Military Academy (see 
West Point)
United States of Colombia (see New 
Granada)
United States School of Military Aero­
nautics, work at, 380 
University Extension Division, Direc­
tor of, 122
Updegraff, Thomas, office of, 17; votes 
for, 27, 28
Upper Iowa Conference, school started 
by, 427 .Upper Iowa University, opening of, 
427; courses of study at, 451, 452 
Upright, “Raws”, remarks on, 63 
Utah, Mormons in, 321
Valence, Pope at, 324 
Van Buren, Martin, appointment by, 
31
Van Buren County, farmer in, 306; 
minister in, 359
Van Buren Street (Chicago), saloon 
on. 347
Van der Zee, Jacob, office of, 413 
Van Dorn, Earl, plans of, 146 
Van Dyke, Anthonis, copies from 
paintings of, 497 
Van Vliet, Adrian, work of. 430 
Vandemark, “Jake”, remarks of, 63 
Vandemark's Folly, remarks on, 62, 63 
Vandever, William, words of, 147 
Venezuela, claims against, 51 
Venezuelan Centennial Celebration, 
delegate to, 48
Venice, colonists of, 492, 493 
Vera Cruz (Mexico), commander at, 
182
Verge, The, 519
Veronese, Paul, copies from paintings 
of, 497Vianney, Jean Baptiste, classmate of, 
323Vicksburg (Mississippi), capture of, 
150, 154, 157, 158, 169; supplies 
for, 155
Victoria, Queen, show viewed by, 536, 
537Vienna (Austria), financial help from, 
331; flyers in, 395
Vierzy (France), headquarters at, 185 
Virginia, corn grown in, 270, 271 
Visioning, The, writing of, 518 
Vogdes, Charles B., command of, 180 
Vogt, Robert R., office of, 409 
Volga River, fruit trees along, 312 
Von Hindenburg, Paul, reception 
from, 395Von Ledtwitz, Baron, kindness of, 50
Wachsmuth, Charles, mention of, 203; 
collection made by, 203 ; action of,
228
Waddell, Mr., 526, 528 
Wade, Martin J., office of, 33 
Wade-Smith, Catherine, recognition of, 
103
W agner, Dorothy, Buffalo Bill, 
Showman, 522—540 
W agner, D orothy, Destination — 
Unknown, 376—397 
W agner, D orothy, Near Foreign 
Chancelleries, 46—54 
Waite, Morrison Remick, bust of, 475 
Waldorf College, football game with,
467 „ . .Wales, Prince of, show attended by, 
536; gift from, 537 .Wallace, Henry, picture of, facing 
229; office of, 232; work of, 233, 
234, 236, 244, 247, 248, 267, 268; 
words of, 307; editorial policy of, 
237; health of, 242; speech by, 243; 
action of, 246, 250; interest shown 
by, 273; influence of, 297
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Wallace, Henry A., biographical sketch 
of, 250; work of, 251, 254, 278; 
office of, 254
Wallace, H. A., The Civilization of 
Corn, 269-281
Wallace, Henry C., work of, 41, 42, 
244, 249, 252; office of, 248; pur­
chase made by, 245; action of, 246; 
death of, 247; son of, 250; sons of, 
254
Wallace, J. H., opinion of, 304, 305 
Wallace, James W., office of, 254 
Wallace, John, son of, 242 
Wallace, John P., tendency of, 244; 
work of, 245, 246, 254, 255; men­
tion of, 247; son of, 255 
Wallace, Ross, office of, 255 
Wallace Publishing Company, purchase 
made by, 241; officer of, 254 
"Wallaces’ Farm and Dairy", publica­
tion of, 246
Wallaces’ Farmer, by Arthur  T.
T hompson , 242-255 
Wallaces’ Farmer, birthday of, 246: 
editor of, 249, 273; history of, 250; 
departments in, 253, 254; work of, 
254, 274; growth of, 254; idea 
adopted by, 317
Wallaces’ Farmer and Iowa Home­
stead, home of, 240; publication of, 
241; merging of, 255 
Wapello County, herds in, 282 
Wapsipinicon River, water power of, 
420
War, Secretaries of, 43, 44, 45
War, Secretary of, 19, 29
War, progress of, 191, 192
War College, graduate of, 176
War Department, committee in, 44;
employee of, 176 
Warren, Fitz Henry, office of, 48 
Warren, Mrs. William S., meeting in 
home of, 98
Warrington (Missouri), college at, 444 
Warsaw, flyers in, 395 
Wartburg College, football game with, 
467
Washington, railroad at, 307; mail 
service from, 405
Washington (D. C.), convention at, 
132; officials in, 408; pilot in, 410: 
residents of, 474; statue on Capitol 
at, 474
Washington Evening Star, editor of, 
477
Waterloo, resident of, 103; minister 
in, 361
Waukon College, football game with, 
467
Way of a Man, The, 73 
Way of the West, The, publication of, 
73
Way Out, The, 73
W aymack, W. W., Good News, 398- 
403
Ways and Means, Committee of, 28 
Weather, service on, 195 
Weaver, James B., office of, 23 
Web, The, 73
Webster, Daniel, words of, 35 
Webster County, farm in, 305 
Weise, Norma, office of, 100 
Werrenrath, Reinold; mention of, 110 
West Point (Mississippi), transfer to, 
381
West Point Military Academy, cadet 
at, 129; student at, 151, 173, 180 
West Virginia, campaign against sa­
loons in, 353
Western College, founding of, 430 
Western Department, command of, 
134
Western Farm Journal, The, size of, 
232
Western Front, attack on, 183 
Western Industrial and Scientific As­
sociation, organization of, 429 
Western Literary Journal, mention of, 
87
Western Quarterly Review, mention of, 
87Western Stock Journal, consolidation 
of, 245
Western Stock Raiser, consolidation of, 
245
Weston (Missouri), Buffalo Bill at, 
525
Westport (Missouri), battle at, 138 
Wheat-Baal, Genevieve, solo by, 105 
Wheeler, David H., office of, 423 
White, William Allen, opinion of, 506 
White corn, prize won by, 275 
White hogs, mention of, 307 
White River, removal to, 135 
White Sox (see Chicago White Sox) 
Whitehill, Clarence, mention of, 110 
Whitman, Walt, dismissal of, 39 
Who's Who in America, Iowans in, 1 
Wig and Mask Club, organization of, 
466 . vWilbur Wright Field (Fairfield, Ohio), 
aviator at, 380
Wilcox, E. H., office of, 102; work of, 
102: proposal of, 121 
Wild Flowers Appreciate How Ardent­
ly We Love Them, We Do Hope the (cartoon), 508
Wild West Show, organization of, 532; 
mention of, 534
Wild West Show and Congress of 
Rough Riders, introduction of, 522 
Williams, Joseph, office of, 31; cartoon 
concerning, 485 
Williamsburg, flight from, 411 
W ilson , B en  H ur, Iowa Wesleyan 
College, 432-445
Wilson, James F., office of, 13, 22; 
mention of, 18; work of, 18, 19, 40, 
41, 247; position of, 236 
Wilson, Margaret, mention of, 96
INDEX 571
Wilson, Thomas S., votes for, 3, 4;
settlement by, 30; office of, 31 
Wilson, William Duane, purchase 
made by, 231, 232
Wilson, Woodrow, commendation of 
policy of, 238
Wilson’s Creek (Missouri), officer at, 
141; battle of, 144, 145, 152; fight­
er from, 157
Windsor, John, graduation of, 446 
Windsor, William, graduation of, 446 
Windsor Castle, Buffalo Bill at, 536 
Winterset, resident of, 242; speech at, 
243
Winterset Chronicle, preaching in, 
233; purchase of, 243 
Winterset Madisonian, preaching in, 
233; opinion of, 243 
Wisconsin, Representative of, 17; cap­
ital of, 30; mound in. 217; survey 
in, 217; resident of, 229; bishop of, 
321, 329; “Good News” in, 401; 
University of, 470
Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer and 
Northwestern Cultivator, 229 
Wisconsin Experiment Station, dean 
of, 245
Wisconsin Farmer, purchase of, 236; 
publisher of, 240
Witherspoon, Herbert, work of, 109; 
mention of, 110
Witter, F. M., mention of, 203, 205 
Witwer, Kathryn, recognition of, 103 
Woman’s Honor, writing of, 519 
Woodlands, preservation of, 208 
Woods, Frank P., office of, 17 
Woolson, John S., office of, 33 
Wordsworth Athenaeum (Hartford, 
Connecticut), picture owned by, 494 
“World-Gate”, comment on, 81 
World Series, pictures of. 383 
World War, leader in, 179; policy dur­
ing, 238, 249; reference to, 275, 
276, 372; aviator in, 380; influence 
of, 405
World’s Columbian Exposition (Chi­
cago), festival for, 98; Bohemian 
Day at, 116; guard duty at, 181; 
Buffalo Bill at, 537 
Wright, George G., work of, 13; por­
trait of, 496
Wr i g h t  Aeronautical Corporation, 
opinion of, 385; work of, 386; sale 
made by, 387
Wright-Bellanca plane, construction 
of, 386
Writer’s Iowa, The, by J ohn  T. F red­
erick , 57-60
Wullweber, Christian, dispatches from, 
48
W y lie , Charles Clayton, Gustavos 
Detlef Hinrichs, 193—201 
Wyoming, officer in, 173; buffalo in, 
529; reference to, 540
Yaeger rifle, use of, 527 
Yale, students at, 417, 419 
Yankton (South Dakota), hogs driven 
to, 309
Yankton College (South Dakota), stu­
dent at, 500
Yazoo River (Mississippi), troops on, 
154, 155
Yellow dent corn, growing of, 272, 
273; introduction of, 274; prize 
won, by, 275
Yellow flint corn, growing of, 272 (see 
also Flint corn)
Yellow Hand, duel with, 531 
Yellowstone National Park, manage­
ment of, 27
Yetter, Chris, work of, 409 
Yewell, George H., early life of, 483, 
484; early sketches made by, 484; 
invitation to, 485 ; good fortune of, 
486; picture of, facing 486; oppor­
tunity of, 487 ; letter to, 487 ; spon­
sor of, 488 ; travel by, 489 ; study of, 
489, 490; disappointment of, 490, 
491; influences on work of, 491; 
characteristics of paintings of, 493, 
498; paintings of, 494, 497; por­
traits by, 496; opinion of, 497; 
later life of, 497 ; death of, 497 
Yewell, George H., by Mildred W.
P elzer, 483—498 
Young Alaslcans, The, 73 
Young Alaskans in the Far North, 73 
Young Alaskans in the Rockies, The, 
73
Young Alaskans on the Trail, 73 
Y. M. C. A., Chicago secretary of, 348 
Younger School, The, by J ohn  T. 
F rederick, 78-86
Zimbalist, Efram, appearance of, at 
Cornell Music Festival, 111
